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TRIPLE-SLIDE VIPER
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FOR YOUR
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WESTERN ESCAPES

Tour Utah’s Picturesque
Cathedral Valley Loop
Rediscover The Battle
of the Little Bighorn
Retreat to Organ Pipe’s
Natural Wonders
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No worries with the RV.
I can happily plan the next big catch.
When you take your towable or motorized
RV to a Coach Care™ service center, you’ll ﬁnd:
Cummins Onan, Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

 Expert technicians taking care of all major components
 Guaranteed work everywhere you travel in the U.S.
 A clean, comfortable, family-friendly waiting room
 A place to practice your casting technique
Excellent RV service: we’re all over it.
Find a Coach Care location near you and learn more by visiting
powertomotorhomes.com/coachcare

Performance you rely on.
©2012 Cummins Power Generation. All rights reserved. Cummins, Onan and the “C” logo are registered trademarks of Cummins Inc.
“Performance you rely on.™” and Coach Care™ are trademarks of Cummins Power Generation.
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High-end features come together at an entry-level
price as Newmar introduces its new Class A gas
motorhome lineup
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On The Cover: Exploring and enjoying the country
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Nexus Viper 29V (see test on page 44). Photo by
Fred Pausch.
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he thousands of RVers filing
into the Phoenix International
Raceway in March were barely settled
before the green flag dropped, waving on
attendees eager to participate in the
Good Sam Rally presented by Dish.
Rally-goers disembarked the trams in the
infield, a place transformed into a temporary
city teeming with new motorhomes on display circling massive tents that housed endless rows of accessories and the other elements of this transient infrastructure.
The spring desert air was crisp early
in the mornings, giving way to quick
warm-ups that felt good to all — especially those who meandered down from the
colder north. Throughout the day, The
Rally residents strolled the displays, took
in one of the many seminars, and above
all, socialized with fellow RVers. At night
everyone was treated to great entertainment before moseying back to the outlying areas surrounding the racetrack to either rest or to continue the evening with
friends.
It’s certainly quite a sight to see thousands of RVs lined up in an open area
that’s been transformed into a vibrant mobile community. Onlookers from adjacent
neighborhoods were very inquisitive —
local merchants were very appreciative!
The Rally was a great success. Attendees were happy and many of them left
with a new motorhome. Most everyone
had plenty in their hands after visiting the
big tent. But wait a minute, how can that
happen? The general media tells us the
economy is stalled, fuel prices will keep
on rising and we have looming tension in
a number of places around the world that
can impact oil stability.
Wouldn’t know that from The Rally
attendees.
Naturally, I was concerned that rising
fuel prices might influence attendance,
but deep down I knew that RV owners are
not likely to curtail the lifestyle. Everyone
I talked to was glad to be in Phoenix and
talked about future travel plans. As usual,
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we made new friends — and reconnected
with others we haven’t seen since the last
Rally in Redmond, Ore.
One of the big highlights of The Rally
for me took place on the second day. I hosted a musical jam session during morning
coffee at the day stage. Knowing that this
can be a little risky without prior signups
of participants, I encouraged a musician I
met — and jammed with around the fire
— in Redmond to join me on stage. Phil
McCracken and I became instant friends
after meeting by accident at last year’s
Rally. He’s a great guitar player and singer
and has a long list of music he shares freely
with anyone who’s willing to jam.
It’s not easy to convince musicians
and singers to perform early in the morning, so Phil and I anxiously waited for others to show. Just before starting time, a
guy carrying a case strolled up to the
stage. Mandolin player Bob Fairchild, who
hails from Alaska and has a bluegrass
band, Sourdough Biscuits, was ready to
jam. Within a few minutes we had the
stage filled with six more musicians. We
jammed for an hour and a half.
There’s nothing more quintessential
to the RV lifestyle than playing and listening to music. Phil, Bob and I jammed long
into the nights at The Rally. Music is a catalyst for many relationships; making new
friends who are motorhome enthusiasts
and who have similar interests is what the
RV lifestyle is all about.
As usual, the checkered flag in
Phoenix came way too soon. Phil, his wife
Susan, my wife, Lynne, and I have plans to
visit throughout the year. And no doubt we’ll
see Bob and his wife sometime in the future. The next Rally is slated for this month
in Louisville, June 21-24. I’m thinking another jam session is just what we need to
continue what we hope will be a musical
tradition at The Rally. Music is the universal
language. Let’s connect in Louisville. 
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from OUR READERS

HAVE YOU REDUCED EXPENSES AT HOME
OR ON THE ROAD TO SUPPORT YOUR RV
LIFESTYLE? IF SO, HOW HAVE YOU CUT
THE FAT?
That’s the question we asked in our March issue, and
here are two of the replies we received.
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SAVE ON WHERE YOU STAY
This is how we try to save a few dollars when we travel. One of
the things I look for before we travel a long distance in our
motorhome is if there’s an Elks or a Moose lodge to spend the
night along the way. We belong to a couple of RV clubs and the
groups go on outings at least once a month, but when we do
go we only travel 75 to 100 miles away from home. At that time
we usually go to a campground because of their recreation hall.
In order to stay overnight at any of the lodges with
hookups you must be a member of the order; to receive a membership card you have to join a lodge. Most lodges that have
RV parking have an RV club. Some lodges have books that
show where all the lodges are in the country and if they have
overnight parking or not. If they do they will mention it, along
with if they have water, electricity or a dump station or maybe
dry camping, which is OK if you are just passing through.
The cost is around 30 percent less than most RV parks,
but you get what you pay for and it may not be good for everyone. Most lodges do not have swimming pools, laundry facilities
or recreation halls; some have showers. We went around the
country a few years ago and were gone for six months. We
stayed at 33 Elks Lodges and they were glad to have us.
WALTER D. TERRY l UNION CITY, CALIF.

We almost always travel before June or after Labor Day, which
keeps us out of the family crowds. Since we are both retired
and working part time to supplement our travels, we don’t
spend a lot on additional tours or excursions. But we thoroughly
enjoy seeing the country. We’re looking forward to our next big
trip this fall, to the northwestern part of the county.
BEV CAMERON l ERIE, COLO.

FRUGAL TRAVELERS
My sister and I are widows and love to travel. I have a 25-foot
Class C motorhome and we usually take one big trip and a
couple of short ones each year. In 2009 we made our biggest
excursion ever by driving 5,000 miles in 20 days. We left Denver, and toured into Canada for Niagara Falls, then to Buffalo,
N.Y. We stopped in New England, then on to Cape Cod, Mass.,
before heading to Maryland to see my grandson. He drove us
to Annapolis, Md., and to Washington, D.C. We drove the Skyline Drive (along the Appalachian Trail) for 100 miles, toured
Mammoth Cave then came home through St. Louis.
We spent about $1,000 each for the whole trip. We buy
groceries and mostly have easy, fast, ready-to-eat-food on the
trip, but eat out only once every two or three days. We camp at
state parks when available, and bought a campground directory
from Camping World for the eastern half of the United States.

WORTH IT TO PLAN AHEAD
This is in response mainly to the “GPScaping” P.O. Box letter
from March but also applies to some other letters regarding
important campground facilities or amenities.
Most of the campgrounds in the Trailer Life Directory list
GPS coordinates you can program into your GPS (just ignore
any minus signs, it still works). If you only have a physical address, type that into Google Earth. Check to make sure there
is a campground at that area and, if so, zoom in on the entrance, write down the coordinates shown at the bottom left
of the screen, program them into your GPS and you’re set.
You can also use Google Earth with fuel stops to make
sure there is enough room for your motorhome and dinghy.
If you trust campground photos seen in an advertisement,
just remember they want you to see the good stuff. Look again
on Google Earth. Although you may not see everything, you

MORE TO EXPLORE
I would first like to thank MotorHome and Bobbie Hasselbring for the story highlighting Colorado’s Black Canyon of
the Gunnison River (“A River Runs Through It,” March). I
live in Montrose, Colo., and this is the first article I have seen
about the area. I would also like to let Hasselbring know she
missed one of the best sights in the canyon. It could be that
she did not have a dinghy vehicle and was unable to take the
trip down to the river. The road is good but very steep and
the curves are very sharp. At the bottom there is a small park
and many places to shore fish. There is a small campground
with restroom facilities and picnic tables. The location is at
the tunnel exit and the views are breathtaking. Make it a special stop on your next trip to the Western Slope.
FRANK CASEY l MONTROSE, COLO.
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Premium is...

Proven.
“I see the Freightliner name all over the highways and I know these trucks go
millions of miles, so that says they are pretty dependable. That’s why I can
rely on my motorhome on a Freightliner chassis.”
— D. Crowell
Fleetwood RV Discovery Owner

Freightliner Custom Chassis is Proven.
For more than 70 years, Freightliner has carried the load from coast to coast. And we provide our valued customers with the most advanced
products by applying everything we’ve learned along the way—the innovations, engineering and expertise—to our RV chassis. When you ride
with Freightliner Custom Chassis, you ride with the strength of Freightliner’s heritage. Let us become part
of your family tradition. Learn more at www.freightlinerchassis.com or call (800) FTL-HELP.

INDUSTRY’S BEST WARRANTY • LARGEST SERVICE NETWORK

Speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice. Freightliner Custom Chassis Corporation is registered to ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004. Copyright © 2011 Daimler Trucks North America LLC.
All rights reserved. Freightliner Custom Chassis Corporation is a subsidiary of Daimler Trucks North America LLC, a Daimler company.
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Newell Coach

Dynamax Grand Sport

Explorer by Renegade

Dynamax DynaQuest XL

Dynamax DynaQuest ST
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Dynamax DynaQuest XV
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can check out the elevations at the bottom
of the screen. Slowly drag the cursor across
the campground; quickly changing elevations indicate unlevel ground.
If you wing it for any campground while
on a trip you are asking for trouble. The time
to wing it is with the dinghy after you disconnect. Then you can do what you want, go
where you want and you can always find your
way back. That is, of course, if you have a
GPS. If you don’t already have one, I suggest
you get one that has these features (at a minimum): the ability to program in coordinates;
the ability to connect wirelessly to a cellphone; and the ability to upgrade the maps.
LARRY SHAY AND ROBERTA ALLISTON
EUREKA, CALIF.
CROSSING THE LINE
I was taken aback and somewhat dismayed
at two photos in the March issue of MotorHome. I’ve been a Class A driver for many
years. One thing that scares the daylights out
of me is a driver who crowds the middle yellow line. I wonder, are they alert? Are they
careless? Or do they not care that they put
everyone else on the road in danger.
The cover shows a Class C right next to
the centerline rounding a sharp curve. When
the driver gets to the middle of the curve
isn’t their upper left corner going to be over
the line and into the other lane? On page 21
the Class A is on the centerline. How dangerous! If I, too, were on the stripe, we would
meet and collide with disastrous results.
Mirrors are installed as a safety feature.
Drivers, use your right hand mirror to judge
distance from the right hand white stripes. You
don’t have to be on it to be safe, just near it.
JERRY FOLDENAUER
TORRINGTON, WYO.
QUESTION & ANSWER
I am a new subscriber to your magazine and
hope to be a first-time motorhome owner. Do
I need a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL)
to operate a Class A, B or C motorhome?
ARNE LIEN l AVENEL, N.J.
Thanks for asking this question, Arne. Most
states, including New Jersey, don’t require
a CDL for drivers of motorhomes. For more
information on this topic, see our feature,
“Class Distinction,” in our June 2011 issue.
We also recommend that owners check with
their state’s Department of Transportation
for specific license requirements.

WHAT YOU ARE
SAYING ON OUR
FACEBOOK PAGE:
Which option — a baseplate,
tow bar and brake system or
dolly — is the best to tow a
manual transmission vehicle?
A reader posed this question
and asked for feedback from
MotorHome readers. Here’s
how some of our Facebook
fans responded:
John Beaver:
I’ve been using the Roadmaster
plates with the aluminum All-Terrain
Tow Bar system and Even Brake system for four years. The only problems I’ve had are of my own making.
Scott Ellsworth:
Tow bar is the best. I use the Blue
Ox on my Suzuki Grand Vitara. Tow
bar easily stores in the hitch receiver
on my motorhome. Easy on and off
in less than five minutes.
John Schaecher:
Just do the math: motorhome + car
+ dolly = 3. Or motorhome + car =
2. A no-brainer for me. Full-timing
in our 14th year, we have the same
Roadmaster Falcon tow bar setup we
started with, along with the same
tow brake setup, just changed the
toad baseplate.
Carl Pilot:
While towing flat is usually easier and
convenient, I use a tow dolly since I
feel the towed vehicle is not subjected to as much wear with a steerable
dolly with brakes.
Become a fan of MotorHome
on Facebook. Go to www
.facebook.com/MotorHomeMagazine
and click “Like.”

QUESTION:
What is one piece of advice you’d
give to a motorhoming newcomer and
how did you learn this helpful tip?
Send your comments to MotorHome,
3300 Fernbrook Lane N #200,
Minneapolis, MN 55447; or email
letters@motorhomemagazine.com. ◆
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SOLID & DEPENDABLE

RV Loans Made Easy!
NEW - USED - REFINANCE

• Minimum Loan Amount
$20,000
• Naonal Lender
• Financing available for:

Are you ready to take on the open road? Essex Credit wants to help you buy the
perfect new or pre-owned RV. We oﬀer some of the most compeve RV
purchase rates and amazingly low reﬁnancing rates. Our trusted RV sales
associates provide fast, convenient, and ﬂexible service to make the process
hassle free so you can focus on ﬁnding the RV of your dreams. Visit our website
to apply online, view current rates, use our payment calculator, read FAQ’s,
download our buyer or seller guides and much more!

- Class A, B, C & Super C
Motorhomes
- Travel Trailers, 5th Wheels
& Slide-in Campers
- Pleasure use or Full-Timer

www.essexcredit.com/mh
866-377-3948

Essex Credit Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of:

Celebrating 31 YEARS in business!

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY LENDER

Subject to loan program guidelines and credit approval. Restricons may apply. Loan programs are subject to change without noce.

CONTACT
WRITE A LETTER TO THE EDITOR: Send
an email to letters@motorhomemagazine.com
or write to MotorHome, 3300 Fernbrook
Lane N #200, Minneapolis, MN 55447;
include your name, city and state. Letters
may be edited for length and/or clarity.
CONTRIBUTE AN ARTICLE: We welcome
article submissions from our readers. Writers’
guidelines are on our website at www.motor
homemagazine.com/contact-us. Articles must
include your Social Security or tax I.D. number.
Although every reasonable precaution is taken,
MotorHome assumes no liability for unsolicited
manuscripts and/or photography.

Krupp, Circle 113 on Reader Service Card

SUBMIT A QUICK TIP: Quick Tips is our
forum for RVers to exchange time- and moneysaving ideas and simple tips. Send submissions to MotorHome Quick Tips, 3300 Fernbrook Lane N #200, Minneapolis, MN 55447,
or email letters@motorhomemagazine.com. Include photos, illustrations or drawings, if necessary. We’ll pay $35 for each tip we publish.

SEND A PHOTO: Showcase your best photo
on our “Postcards From the Road” Off Ramp
page. Send your image, name, address and
phone number, as well as the story behind
your photo in 60 words or less, to: MotorHome
“Postcards From the Road,” 3300 Fernbrook
Lane N #200, Minneapolis, MN 55447,
or email letters@motorhomemagazine.com.
We’ll pay $50 for each image we publish. See
the Off Ramp page for specific instructions.

ASK A TECHNICAL QUESTION: Questions
for our Coach & Powertrain column may be
sent to MotorHome, 3300 Fernbrook Lane N
#200, Minneapolis, MN 55447 (please
include your name, city and state). You may
also email questions to tech@motorhome
magazine.com. Selected letters will be
answered in the magazine, but time does not
permit individual replies.

SMI, Circle 103 on Reader Service Card

RESOLVE A CONFLICT: Hot Line is our
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forum for the resolution of conflicts between
consumers and RV dealers and manufacturers,
accessories suppliers and service providers.
After exhausting all other resources, send
typed letters to MotorHome Hot Line (no phone
calls, please) at 3300 Fernbrook Lane N
#200, Minneapolis, MN 55447 and enclose
copies of appropriate bills and correspondence, plus a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Selected letters will be edited and published unless otherwise requested. MotorHome
does not knowingly accept deceptive or misleading advertising; please notify Hot Line if
you have a contrary experience with any merchandiser or service provider advertised herein.

ORDER REPRINTS OR BACK ISSUES:
Copies of articles are $3.95 each. Specify the
article title and issue, and send a check or
money order payable to GS Media & Events,
plus your name and address, to MotorHome,
3300 Fernbrook Lane N #200, Minneapolis,
MN 55447. Back issues are $5.95 each; follow above procedure. Permission to reprint or
quote excerpts from published articles is considered upon request, when credit is given. ◆
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life on the road

by JOE AND VICKI KIEVA

CARRYING
A SPARE

“
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o you carry a spare tire for
your motorhome? Chances
are, if you purchased a large
Class A motorhome, it did
not come equipped with a
spare tire. And it probably doesn’t have
a designated place to carry one either.
Years ago when we bought our 37foot diesel-pusher motorhome, I asked
about the lack of a spare tire. The sales
person patiently explained that: 1) The
lug nuts are so tight you would need a
10-foot-long wrench to loosen them. 2)
The tire and wheel weigh 100 pounds
each and the manufacturer doesn’t
want the liability of you getting hurt
while handling one. 3) The roadside
service truck will bring a new tire and
mount it.
Silly me, I thought it was because
the manufacturer wanted to save the expense of including a spare tire. Anyway,
reason No. 3 seemed to satisfy me.
Our blowout occurred in the middle of nowhere. It was the inside dual
tire on the passenger side. The remaining tire served double duty as we slowed
and moved to a wide spot on the side of
the road. We were in the middle of the
desert, 30 miles east of Gallup, N.M.,
and 30 miles west of Grants, N.M. Fortunately we had cellular service and
there was an interstate mile marker in
sight that established our location.
I explained our situation to
Melanie at Good Sam Roadside Assistance. She asked for the tire specifications and said she would call back within 15 minutes. Ten minutes later
Melanie called to say she had located a
roadside service man, Leroy, who would

change our tire. She would call again
when he located a tire. An hour later,
Melanie called. Bad news; the few tire
dealers who had remained open for
Easter weekend did not have our 10 R
22.5 size tire in stock but Leroy would
keep looking. Two hours after that,
Leroy called. He’d located a used tire in
Gallup. It appeared to be in good condition; did we want it?
Another two hours passed before
Leroy and his assistant arrived with the
used tire. A half hour later we were on
the road again.
Our tires were 5 years old and had
85,000 miles on them. I replaced all
six tires as soon as we got home. I also
had the tire dealer select and save the
best of the old tires to be used as a
spare. Fortunately, it fit inside one of
our storage bays. The spare is not

WE RECOMMEND
CARRYING A SPARE
TIRE. DON’T COUNT ON
A REPLACEMENT TIRE
BEING READILY
AVAILABLE.
IF ONE OF YOUR
STORAGE BAYS WILL
NOT ACCOMMODATE A
SPARE TIRE, LOOK INTO
PURCHASING A SPARE
TIRE CARRIER.

mounted on a wheel. That saves the
weight of the wheel and makes it easier
for me to handle the tire. Roadside service people are equipped to mount replacement tires on wheels.
Our next tire failure occurred a
couple of years later on our way out of
a campground. I was maneuvering
through a tight right turn when, suddenly, a cleverly concealed, small decorative wall attacked and tore open the
right rear outside tire.
The campground was located in El
Centro, Calif. El Centro is located in the
middle of the desert, 100 miles east of
San Diego, 100 miles south of Palm
Springs, 60 miles west of Yuma, Ariz.,
and seven miles north of the Mexican
border. El Centro did not have our size
tire in stock, but Good Sam Roadside
Assistance was able to replace the damaged tire with our spare.
Luckily, the spare held up for the
275-mile drive to a tire shop. When we
arrived at the shop, a technician mounted two new tires on the front wheels,
matched four 2-year-old tires on the
rear and a 2-year-old spare tire for the
storage bay.
I discovered a flat tire a year or so
later during my walk-around inspection
in a rest area. The first roadside service
responder took a look at the situation
without even getting out of his truck. He
simply announced that he did not
mount tires on wheels. Then he drove
away. The second call to Good Sam
Roadside Assistance included a specific request for someone who would remove the damaged tire and mount the
spare on the wheel.
Based upon our experience, we
recommend carrying a spare tire. Don’t
count on a replacement tire being readily available. If one of your storage bays
will not accommodate a spare tire, look
into purchasing a spare tire carrier or
having a welder fabricate one for the
back of your motorhome.
We also recommend subscribing to
an RV roadside assistance plan like
Good Sam Roadside Assistance. And
don’t forget your credit card.
Visit the Kievas’ website at
www.rvknowhow.com. 
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escapes
by LAURA MICHAELS
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RAISE YOUR GLASS
PHOTO: MISSOURI DIVISION OF TOURISM

TASTE THE FRUIT OF THE VINE ALONG
MISSOURI’S AUGUSTA WINE TRAIL
While the fields of Missouri are generally associated with
corn and soybeans, the eastern bluffs above the Missouri River valley are home to a different crop. Thanks
to Ozarks soil and a climate ideal for growing grapes,
Augusta and its surrounding villages are ripe with
wineries boasting white varietals like Chardonel and
Vignoles, and rich Chambourcin reds. Augusta became
the first federally recognized American Viticultural
Area in 1980 and the region now features almost a
dozen wineries.

MOTORHOME l June 2012

Enjoy Noboleis Vineyards’ signature Noboleis Blanc
or the sweetness of Montelle Winery’s Stone House Red.
Blumenhof Winery, meanwhile, was awarded the Governor’s Cup for Best Missouri Wine at the 2011 Missouri
Wine Competition.
Pine Oak Creek RV Park is located just south of Augusta in Villa Ridge, and KOA’s Historic Route 66 Campground is in nearby Eureka.
For more information on Augusta’s wineries, visit
www.missouriwinecountry.com/augusta.
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JUNE 15-17 l Painting Milwaukee red and white in honor of
the 31st Annual Polish Fest,
festival-goers will enjoy authentic Polish food like pierogies
and cabbage, Polish spirits
and vodka tastings, cooking
demonstrations, live musical
entertainment including polka
bands and a piano competition,
Polish marketplace and pageants; 414-529-2140,
www.polishfest.org.

JUNE 5 l Free and open to the
public, the National Air and
Space Museum in Washington,
D.C., is hosting the Stargazing
at the Public Observatory event.
Have a night under the stars
with your sweetheart viewing
celestial objects through a powerful telescope and portable telescopes. The event is weather
permitting; 202-633-1000,
www.nasm.si.edu.

JUNE 21-24 l The Good Sam
Rally Presented by Dish in
Louisville, Ky., the second of
three 2012 Good Sam rallies, is
being held at the Kentucky Exposition Center and offers exhibits chock-full of new RV
products, more than 120 seminars such as healthy cooking on
the road, chassis systems and
RV troubleshooting techniques,
as well as a Rally Dog Show.

Live, professional entertainment
kicks off with award-winners
Burt Bacharach and Sheryl
Crow; 877-749-7122,
www.therally.com.
JUNE 21-24 l No small affair,
the 45th Annual SC Festival of
Flowers in Greenwood, S.C., offers visitors something for everyone. Flower exhibits, a craft
show, photography exhibition
and contest, local garden tours,
Kidfest, 5K run and walk, and a
bluegrass concert are among
the activities lined up for this
year’s festival; 864-223-8411,
www.scfestivalofflowers.org.
JUNE 22-24 l Since 1968, famous jazz musicians such as
Gladys Knight, Patti LaBelle
and Boyz II Men have lent their
soulful voices and soothing instruments to the Hampton Coliseum in Hampton, Va., for a

memorable three-day summer
festival. This year marks the
45th Annual Hampton Jazz
Festival. The artist lineup is listed online along with ticket and
seating chart information;
757-838-5650,
www.hamptonjazzfestival.com.
JUNE 27–JULY 1 l Register online for the 4th Annual Fleetwood RV National Rally held at
the Elkhart County Fairgrounds
in Goshen, Ind. Activities include new motorhome displays,
vendors, kids’ activities, food,
seminars and access to Fleetwood RV factory sales, service
and product development
teams. If you want to brush up
on your driving technique, Behind the Wheel
Driving School classes will
be offered. There’s even a
special women-only course;
www.fleetwoodrv.com/mhevent.

Pleasure Way, Circle 141 on Reader Service Card

JUNE 1-2 l Everyone is welcome at the 12th Annual Street
Faire at the Lakes held in downtown Detroit Lakes, Minn. For
two days, more than 125
crafters and artists come out to
showcase and sell their work.
Live music, food vendors, bingo
and a street dance are some of
the activities you’ll find if arts
and crafts aren’t your fancy;
218-844-4221, ext. 117,
www.dlstreetfaire.com.

by AMANDA LEPINSKI
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FOLD-‘N’-GO BICYCLE

SMALL ANTENNA,
STRONG SIGNAL
Aerodynamic and compact, the newly redesigned RoadStar 3000 is the latest over-the-air omnidirectional TV antenna from Winegard Co. The antenna is designed to continuously find and pull in available VHF, UHF and FM
broadcast signals within a 35-mile radius of a parked
motorhome and delivers free local standard and HDTV
programming from ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox and PBS. As its
most powerful RoadStar to date, Winegard claims the
3000 series eliminates the need to manually aim and
lock onto digital signals. A new pedestal mount allows for
simple installation and no special tools are required. Also
included are a 12-volt DC power supply and receptacle,
and a two-way splitter for a second TV and optional cable
input. Antennas are available in white (RS-3000) and
black (RS-3035) and can be purchased from a Winegard
distributor or dealer. MSRP is $89.99.
Winegard Co., 800-288-8094, ww.winegard.com

RVers who like to hit the road on two wheels during
their travels can save storage space with a foldable bike
from Montague Corp. The SwissBike line features fullsize, high-performance mountain bikes that the company said fold down to 36-by-28-by-12-inches in less
than 30 seconds without tools. The front wheel pops
off, and after unlocking the frame’s quick release, the
bike folds for storage. Montague’s patented F.I.T. system doesn’t cut any frame tubes, and the tube-within-atube design strengthens the frame. Montague originally
developed this folding bike technology for military use.
The SwissBike line offers three models: the 18speed X50 for light trail riding, the rugged 30-speed
X70 and the X90, built to handle any terrain. The
MSRP for the SwissBike X50 is $649. The X70 is
priced at $1,199 and the X90 at $2,999.
Montague Corp., 800-736-5348, www.montague
bikes.com

GLOW IN THE DARK SAFETY
Follow the light and step safely into your motorhome with Torklift International’s RV GlowGuide Handrail. An addition to Torklift’s line of glow
in the dark scissor steps, the GlowGuide Handrail helps users navigate
their motorhome’s steps, staying lit for up to 10 hours following just five
minutes of light exposure from any source (natural or artificial).
Made of 100 percent aircraft-grade aluminum and stainless steel,
the GlowGuide’s three attachment points provide stability, and the multipurpose design and accompanying brush allow the GlowGuide to function as both a broom and telescoping wash brush. The GlowGuide is
designed for storage inside or outside the motorhome and weighs 5
pounds. Basic hand tools are needed for installation and the GlowGuide
locks to your motorhome. MSRP is $206.38.
Torklift International, 800-246-8132, www.torklift.com

MOTORHOME l June 2012
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News Briefs

QUITE THE CONCEPT
A new Class A concept has been revealed
by German manufacturer Dethleffs and
could become the basis of a production
motorhome for the 2013 model year. The
Evan, at just shorter than 19-feet long, offers six travel seats and two double fixed
beds. The travel seats can be moved both
lengthwise and crossways, and the Evan
features two wide doors, one curbside and
the other at the rear. Under-floor diesel

heating warms the interior. A sink, two mobile gas cartridge cookers, a work area and
refrigerator complete the kitchen.
Unveiled at the 2012 CMT show in
Stuttgart, Germany, the Evan has an estimated price range of $64,000-$78,000.
To find out more about the Dethleffs brand,
visit www2.dethleffs.de/gb.

GRAND CANYON
AIMS TO LESSEN
PARK LITTER

PHOTO: NATIONAL PAR
KS

In an effort promote sustainability and reduce litter, Grand Canyon National Park
has eliminated the in-park sale of packaged water in disposable containers smaller than 1 gallon. Free water filling stations
are located throughout the park to allow
visitors to fill reusable bottles with Grand
Canyon spring water. All but two of the
stations, North Kaibab Trailhead and
North Rim Visitor Center, are equipped
with one frost-free valve to provide yearround access to water.
The waste associated with disposable bottles comprises an estimated 20 percent of the park’s overall waste stream and 30
percent of the park’s recyclables, according to a news release. Grand Canyon National
Park has experienced increasing amounts of litter associated with disposable plastic
bottles along trails both on the rim and within the inner canyon, marring canyon
viewpoints and visitor experiences. As a Climate Friendly Park, Grand Canyon National Park has made a commitment to decrease its greenhouse gas emissions by
30 percent by the year 2020. By refilling a reusable water bottle, visitors can decrease the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the production, filling, packaging and transport of disposable water containers.
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MVP RV, a recreational vehicle company
that started four years ago, has gone out
of business. The company, based in
Riverside, Calif., assigned all of its assets to a private, nonprofit liquidation
firm, according to Michael Joncich,
manager of Credit Management Association’s adjustment bureau. MVP had sold
off all its RV inventory to dealers and
since December had not taken any new
orders, Joncich said. Chinese businessman Winston Chung pledged $310 million to MVP to jump-start production so
the company could export 30,000 RVs
to China, including all-electric models,
but the company lost access to its working capital amid an ongoing legal dispute involving Chung and his former
business partners.
Tiffin Motorhomes Inc. finished 2011 as
the nation’s No. 1 manufacturer of Class
A motorhomes, according to the company. Tiffin led all other motorhome manufacturers with a 21.1 percent share of
the Class A market in 2011, up from
17.9 percent in 2010. Winnebago followed with a 20.2 percent share, while
Thor was third with 17.3 percent. Tiffin’s Phaeton model also ranked as the
top-selling diesel pusher for the sixth
straight year.
A new loyalty program from Shell Lubricants, My Miles Matter, allows members
to earn reward miles by purchasing select Shell Rotella products and services.
Those miles can then be redeemed for
rewards, including gift cards to popular
restaurants and retailers, as well as a
selection of merchandise geared toward
RVers and their interests. My Miles
Matter members will have access to exclusive online content and offers. To receive reward miles, members can go to
www.MyMilesMatter.com to register and
enter the 12-digit reward code under the
cap of specially marked bottles of Shell
Rotella, or the reward code included on
the sales receipt from the purchase of a
Shell Rotella oil change at a participating location. Every qualifying reward
code entered gives members a chance
to win one free case of Shell Rotella T6.
One winner per week will be drawn
through September 30. Members must
log in to www.MyMilesMatter.com to
read the official rules and enter the
sweepstakes.
June 2012 l
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Our new 30T ﬂoorplan is big enough
.
for anything..
Enjoy the wide open spaces wherever you go in
our new 30T ﬂoorplan, now available on the 2012
Winnebago Vista® and Itasca Sunstar®.
Thanks to its three slideouts, this affordable new coach lives much bigger than
its trim size, with available features not commonly found in a 30-foot model, like
a 42-inch LCD TV, buffet and extendable dining table, and Comfort Sofa Sleeper
with mattress. Factor in increased exterior storage, dual bedroom wardrobes with
chest of drawers and our reputation for quality and you’ll quickly see why the
new 30T delivers more for your money than anything else out there.
So think efﬁcient and live big: See the new 30T at your nearest Winnebago
or Itasca dealer, or see our entire 2012 lineup online at WinnebagoInd.com.

C H O O S I N G A B E T T E R - B U I LT M O T O R H O M E
Proof Point
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#

Fiberglass
Roof

Our coaches feature a strong ﬁberglass roof, backed by

a 10-year limited parts-and-labor roof skin warranty.
Others use ﬁberglass only on high-end models — the rest
get cheap rubber or plastic membrane roofs which are
prone to chalk, fade, streak and leak.

Will it meet
my needs?

FREE BROCHURE

Get the full story — and
answers to the 4 questions
to ask before you buy — at
www.BetterBuiltRVs.com.

Is it built
to last?

 
  

  before
 
  

What
happens
down the
road?

What kind of
company stand
s
behind it?
PL3_4Questions

_6_1.indd 1

1
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CROSSROADS
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FARMERS
MARKETS APLENTY

Downtown Seattle’s Pike Place

YES YOU CAN
VISIT SMOKEY

Dish Network, Circle 123 on Reader Service Card

In 1944, Smokey Bear made his
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debut in a U.S. Forest Service ad to build
wildfire prevention awareness. His coined
phrase, “Only you can prevent wildfires,”
quickly became ingrained in American
history. With Smokey’s face on campaign
posters, bookmarks, radio and TV commercials, stuffed animals, bobble heads
and print advertisements it became the
longest-running public service announcement in U.S. history.
It’s no surprise that when a bear cub
with burned paws was rescued during a
forest fire in the Captain Mountains of
New Mexico in 1950, it was named
Smokey. Smokey called the National Zoo
in Washington, D.C., home for 26 years
before passing away. The remains of
Smokey are buried in Captain, N.M., in
what is now known as Smokey Bear Historical Park. The park, “The Birthplace of
Smokey Bear,” contains exhibits about for-

round (West Seattle is the other) and also
features live music, cooking demos and
numerous special events. The Lake City,
Magnolia and Phinney farmers markets
kick off their seasons this month, while the
Broadway and Columbia City sites are already in full swing.
For more information, call 206-632-5234
or visit www.seattlefarmersmarkets.org.
est health, forest fires
and fire ecology, and
includes a 10-minute
film about today’s
fire and forest
health issues.
Just outside the park,
Smokey fans can
check out the
Smokey Bear Museum and Gift
Shop where hundreds of Smokey
memorabilia line the
shelves and decorate the walls, including
Milton
Bradley’s Smokey
Bear game, Smokey canteens, watches,
mugs, shovels, Junior Forest Ranger
badges and sweatshirts, to name a few.
For more information, call 575-354-2247
or visit www.emnrd.state.nm.us/fd/smokey
bear/SmokeyBearPark.htm. — Amanda
Lepinski 
June
2012 ll
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Market might be one of the city’s most popular tourist attractions, but it’s far from the
only market this Washington state has to
offer. With a mission to support the state’s
small farms, Seattle’s Neighborhood Farmers Market Alliance (NFMA) operates seven
farmer/food-only bazaars featuring the
freshest in-season fruits and vegetables
alongside cheeses, breads, jams, pastureraised meats and plenty of seafood.
The University District Farmers Market is Seattle’s oldest and largest, boasting
more than 50 Washington state vendors.
It’s one of two NFMA markets open year-
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getaway

by GARY WESCOT T

CATHEDRAL VALLEY

LOOP
THE HIDDEN TREASURE
OF CAPITOL REEF
NATIONAL PARK IN
SOUTH CENTRAL UTAH

fter driving up the amazing
Water Pocket Fold from Bullfrog
Marina on Lake Powell, Utah,
following the Burr Trail and
Notom-Bullfrog Road, we
found ourselves at the Capitol
Reef National Park Visitor
Center. The Fruita Campground was a comfortable place to make a
plan and pick up some fresh berry pies at
the old Gifford Homestead. Looking for
another interesting backroad, a park ranger
had mentioned the Cathedral Valley Loop.

Few national parks have
as many astounding features, all accessible by
vehicle, as Capitol Reef.
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CATHEDRAL VALLEY LOOP
This often-overlooked 59-mile road
leads to what is arguably the most spectacular area in the whole Capitol Reef National Park. I say “arguably,” because few of
our national parks have so many astounding features, all easily reached by vehicle.
The loop road is accessed via the
Hartnet Road, 11.7 miles from the visitor
center where we zeroed our trip meter. If
you can, it’s a good idea to air your tires
down for backroads. For example, we’ll go
from a 65 PSI highway pressure to 35 PSI
when we leave the pavement. This improves the ride immensely, and greatly reduces the possibility of a flat from a sharp
rock. It’s important to air back up when you
return to the blacktop.
Right off the bat, we forded the Fremont River. It was sort of a blind crossing.
Entering the water just off Highway 24, we
drove downstream a short distance before
exiting on the far side. We did check at the
visitor center to make sure the water was
not dangerously deep, which it can be. The
ford is exciting, but can be done in any SUV
dinghy vehicle with reasonably good clearance. Four-wheel drive is not necessary.
Heading north through the Bentonite
Hills we wound our way past colorful
mounds that resembled giant candystriped Easter eggs, the remnants of vast
river systems that left bentonite clays from
altered volcanic ash. Climbing out of the
hills, we wandered through a valley of sagebrush, its pungent fragrance mixing with
the dry desert air. It was round-up time. A
couple of cowboys moved some strays
along the dusty track.
A turnoff led to the South Desert and
Jailhouse Rock, an easy walk down an old
mining road. Comical hoodoos (rock spires)
posed for pictures. Back on the road, the
turnout for the South Desert Overlook gave
us an overview of the desert from a high
bluff. It looked like the Serengeti Plains
without the wildebeests.
As we continued, the scenery just kept
getting more spectacular. From the Upper
Cathedral Valley Overlook, we had a wider
view of the monoliths that gave this area its
name, and indeed, the earthy red finegrained sandstone and gypsum eroded
from ancient tidal flats towering above the
desert floor did resemble grand cathedrals.
The 1.1-mile trail gave us staggering views
of what wind and rain had carved out during the last 2 million years.
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The Fruita Campground, located
within Capitol Reef National Park,
offers a comfortable place to stay.

When we forded the Freemont River, it
was sort of a blind crossing.

As we wound our way through the
Bentonite Hills we passed colorful mounds, Nature’s work of art, this rock spire watches
which are remnants of vast river systems. over Cathedral Valley.
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CATHEDRAL VALLEY LOOP

At each overlook along the loop the views
are increasingly spectacular.

The view from the valley floor provides a
different perspective.

We found a great campsite with a good
fire pit in an alcove of giant boulders.
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Just past Upper Cathedral Valley
Overlook there is a primitive campground
with six sites, but it was too early for us
to stop. Then the road dropped steeply
into the Upper Cathedral Valley for a different vantage point. A short walk to the
old Morrell cabin is worthwhile. Built in
1920, it was home for the Paul Christensen family of eight during the summer
logging season. In 1932 it was moved,
log-by-log, to its present location and
used for another 40 years by working
cowboys. It was an interesting reminder
of our Old West heritage.
Rounding the northern corner of the
loop, we passed a series of black basalt
dikes that had stood the test of time long
after the sandstone around them was
blown away and washed down to the valley
floor. A little farther on, we turned off to
see the Gypsum Sinkhole. If you’ve never
seen this kind of sinkhole, this may be your
only chance, and you most likely will never
want to see another one.
On the other hand, Glass Mountain is
worth a look. Actually, the strange crystals
are not glass, but pure gypsum, a kind of
salt. Buried at the bottom of a mineralladen inland sea, the gypsum accumulated
under later sediments. Erosion brought it
back to the surface.

The last truly remarkable highlights
along this route are the Temples of the
Sun and the Moon in the Lower Cathedral Valley. We drove right to the base of
these monoliths, towering over our
heads. It’s hard to say where the best
place might be to photograph these temples, or even if there is a bad place. Afternoon light is magic.
Cathedral Road twists itself south now
through more bentonite hills and Mancos
Shale cliffs, where the geological history
presents itself in a vertical book a thousand
feet high.
Evening was coming on and it was all
too amazing to leave. We found a great
campsite with a good fire pit in an
alcove of giant boulders (N38.23.478/
W111.01.624) and spent a quiet night
with our neighbors, a few jackrabbits and
a distant coyote. We had only seen two
other vehicles all day.
In late morning, we crossed the
Caineville Wash and numerous smaller
creeks and arroyos, some with water to
splash through, and popped back out on
the pavement of Highway 24 where we
aired our tires up. It was 18.6 miles back
to the visitor center. The campground was
full and we needed diesel. The nearest fuel
station was seven miles up the road in Torrey. After filling up, we treated ourselves to
a fresh rainbow trout dinner at the Rim
Rock Inn on the outskirts of town. The
owner, John Sabala, graciously suggested
several places where we could park our
motorhome overnight in the immediate
vicinity. It was the end of a perfect adventure in this hidden treasure of Capitol Reef
National Park. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CAPITOL REEF NATIONAL PARK
435-425-3791 ext. 4111,
www.nps.gov/care
RIM ROCK INN & RESTAURANT
888-447-4676,
www.therimrock.net

Capitol Reef
National Park
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LIVE THE HISTORY OF

LITTLE BIGHORN
VISIT THIS MONTANA
BATTLEFIELD TO SEE
WHERE CUSTER
MADE HIS FAMOUS
LAST STAND
by RON DALBY

All of the sites at 7th Ranch
RV Park in Garryowen are
pull-throughs, and most
have full hookups.

THE BALLAD OF SERGEANT FLYNN
All through the night the Sioux keep singing, Sergeant Flynn,
I can hear their tom-toms ringing Sergeant Flynn,
All through the night the Sioux keep singing,
And I hear their tom-toms ringing,
But they know not yet the tune of Garryowen.
Garryowen, Garryowen, Garryowen, in this valley of Montana all alone.
There are better days to be for the 7th Cavalry, when we charge again for dear old Garryowen.

— AUTHOR UNKOWN
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s a young helicopter pilot
in a 7th Calvary unit 41
years ago, my comrades
and I often bellowed this
song while blowing off
steam after a day of flying in Vietnam. While
this is not the traditional Irish marching
song, “Garryowen” (Gaelic for Owen’s Garden), used in 1876 by the 7th Cavalry and
today by the 1st Cavalry Division at Fort
Hood, Texas, it was the one we adopted as
our own in the jungles of southeastern
Asia. It is believed that “The Ballad of Sergeant Flynn” was written some time after
the Battle of the Little Bighorn.
Little did I know then that I would one
day walk the ground where the legends of
the 7th Cavalry and its bombastic leader,
Lt. Col. George Armstrong Custer took root
on a sweltering late June day in 1876
when he tangled with Sitting Bull.
Fast forward 40 years and I realize my
wife, Jennifer, mother, Betty, and I will be
driving right past the battlefield in our
motorhome. Like me, Mother had always
wanted to see this historic site so stopping
for few days was a must.
We chose a Good Sam park, the 7th
Ranch RV Camp, in the community of Garryowen, Mont., as our base. All of the RV
sites at 7th Ranch are pull-throughs, and
most have full hookups. We particularly
enjoyed the free ice cream bars provided
on a hot day when we checked in at the
campground.
The town of Garryowen is located on
the actual ground where Maj. Marcus
Reno, leading one of Custer’s battalions,
opened the battle alongside the Little
Bighorn River. The town itself is not much
more than a few houses, a gas station,
restaurant, lodge and the RV park. It does,
however, boast a notable museum. Custer
Battlefield Museum is filled with artifacts
from the Battle of the Little Bighorn, including the revolver carried by Custer’s
brother Tom (inscribed with his initials)
and the rusted remains of a rare Bulldog
revolver that may have been carried by
Custer himself, though the heritage of the
latter cannot be definitively proven. Only
its rarity, the knowledge that Custer carried
a Bulldog and finding it in the possession
of a local resident within 50 miles of the
battlefield suggest this might have been
Custer’s revolver.
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The 7th Cavalry Monument bears the
names of those who died at Little Bighorn.

THE NATIONAL MONUMENT
It’s about a 10-minute drive from Garryowen to the entrance of Little Bighorn Battlefield National Monument. The visitor
center offers a 17-minute movie, a small
museum and an excellent selection of
books about the battle in its gift shop. A
free map to the battlefield is provided,
along with driving directions along the
ridge overlooking the valley of the Little
Bighorn. This ridge is, more or less, the
route Custer and the 210 men under his
direct command followed to what is today
known as Last Stand Hill, a short stroll uphill from the visitor center.

Custer Battlefield Museum is home to
hundreds of artifacts from the Battle of
the Little Bighorn.

The road along the ridge is open to the
public, but is not recommended for big
rigs. You’ll want to drive your dinghy unless
you’re operating a small Class C or Class B
motorhome. Be aware that much of the
land outside park boundaries is private,
specifically Crow Reservation lands, and
signs are posted noting areas that are off
limits to visitors.
To best understand how the battle developed, drive directly to the far end of the
road — about 4.5 miles — and work your
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Bighorn early in the morning of June 25,
1876. That’s when things began to go
wrong for the 7th Cavalry.

From the Crow’s Nest, Custer first spotted
signs of a large Native American camp.

way back slowly, pausing to read all of the
signs at the multitude of turnouts along the
route. From these vantage points you will
see the terrain much as Custer saw it during the final hours of his life.
From the end of the road you can see
the Crow’s Nest about 12 miles to the east,
the mountain from where Custer first observed signs of a large Native American encampment on the banks of the Little

THE BATTLE OF THE LITTLE BIGHORN
Custer’s telescope showed him little more
than a large cloud of dust. Better optics in
the form of a pair of binoculars he borrowed from one of his lieutenants — and
failed to return — showed a little more, a
moving mass that Custer’s scouts assured
him were thousands of ponies belonging to
the largest gathering of Plains Indians that
any of them had ever seen. While Custer
accepted that it was a large encampment,
he discounted his scouts telling him just
how big, even when one tried to tell him
the 7th Cavalry did not have enough bullets for all the warriors in front of them.
Blinded by dreams of greater glory, Custer
figured his men could handle the thousand
or so Sioux and Cheyenne he expected to
encounter. In reality there were at least
7,000 warriors present at the Little Big
Horn, outnumbering Custer’s 647-man
force by a factor of more than 10 to 1. At
least one historian’s estimate puts the

number of Native Americans at more than
12,000. It was one of their last armed efforts to preserve their way of life.
Custer’s well-earned reputation for
bravery as a cavalry leader rested largely on
his eagerness to lead ferocious charges of
mounted men firing revolvers and swinging
sabres whenever a battle presented itself.
Brash and impetuous, his willingness to
fight anytime, anywhere (and a phenomenon known as Custer’s luck) served him
well until that summer day in 1876. When

The Indian Memorial stands 75 yards
northeast of the 7th Cavalry monument.
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to get to the valley
floor, cross the Little Bighorn River
and engage the
enemy.
Custer,
meanwhile, would
take those directly
under his command on a sweeping flanking movement, remaining in
the hills overlooking the river until he could swoop down
and finish the battle.
Reno moved his force down to the
river by following one of the ravines, got
across, and began trotting toward the encampment. According to some of the Sioux
and Cheyenne survivors of the battle, victory was within Reno’s grasp had he
charged directly into the village, which is
almost certainly what Custer would have
done and what Custer probably expected
Reno to do. The Sioux and Cheyenne warriors at that moment were mostly absent,
rounding up horses to ride into battle, and
Reno’s column could have raged through

Maj. Reno and his men crossed the Little
Bighorn River to engage in battle with the
Sioux and Cheyenne.

a lightly defended village occupied mostly
by women and children, creating mass
confusion and putting the people to flight.
Reno, however, had been drinking
whiskey for most of the preceding 24 hours
and was still slugging down whisky from a
flask he carried into battle. Seeing the
sheer size of the encampment to his immediate front, he panicked, dismounted
his troopers, and formed a skirmish line,
which immediately moved his command
from offense to defense. The location of

Pentair/SHURflo, Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

Custer first glimpsed the ponies, Sitting
Bull, the Sioux’s best strategist, had already outthought him, and Crazy Horse,
the Sioux’s best tactician, would shortly
out-fight him.
Resolving to fight, Custer led his men
straight toward the encampment on the
Little Bighorn. As they approached the
river, they discovered the high ground to
the east of the north-flowing river, which
appeared to be relatively even terrain from
a distance, was filled with ravines and
other folds collectively capable of hiding
thousands of warriors as well as preventing
Custer from seeing the entire village complex. Thus he continued to discount the repeated warnings from his scouts.
Custer then made a classic military
blunder: he divided his men in the face of
a superior force. Capt. Frederick Benteen,
with a couple companies of troopers and
the pack trains with extra ammunition,
were left at what is today the end of the
road into the battlefield and is now known
as the Benteen-Reno Battlefield. The balance of the force was then divided between
Custer and Reno. Reno’s assignment was
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Looking up Last Stand Hill to the 7th Cavalry Monument.

this skirmish line is approximately the site
of today’s town of Garryowen.
Within 20 minutes, mounted Cheyenne warriors began repeatedly charging
Reno and his men. Reno panicked again,
jumped on his horse and lit out for the river
crossing. Those he left behind realized
they now had to retreat and began moving
toward the river. It was more of a rout than
an organized retreat. Had Custer charged
down from the hills at this moment, he
might still have gained the upper hand. He
did not, probably because he could not see
what was happening. He instead moved
farther away from the desperate efforts of
Reno’s men to get back across the river
and up to Benteen’s position. Most of

FOR MORE INFORMATION
7TH RANCH RV CAMP
800-371-7963,
www.historicwest.com
GRANDVIEW CAMPGROUND
& RV PARK
800-622-9890,
www.grandviewcamp.com
LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLEFIELD
NATIONAL MONUMENT
406-638-3217,
www.nps.gov/libi

Little Bighorn Battlefield
National Monument
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Reno’s men would survive, as would most
of Benteen’s. Custer’s men, however, were
never seen alive again.
No one knows for sure what orders
Custer gave as he followed the ridges above
the river. Battlefield remains of equipment,
shell casings, spent bullets and bodies
suggest Custer further split the force of
210 men he was personally leading. Capt.
Myles Keogh appears to have commanded
two or three companies sent to protect
Custer’s right flank, a series of ravines that
provided cover for hundreds of warriors.
Keogh’s troopers were likely the first group
to perish to the last man, save one who
made it several hundred yards to Custer’s
position only to survive a few more minutes. The only survivor was Keogh’s horse,
Comanche, wounded many times but destined to live and become a 7th Cavalry
mascot for more than a decade.
Custer pushed farther along the ridges
to Last Stand Hill. Here he and the remainder of his direct command died after the
warriors that chased Reno back to Benteen’s position regrouped and attacked
Custer’s men.
THE BATTLEFIELD TODAY
As you drive along the ridges above Little
Bighorn River, white gravestones mark
where soldiers fell during the battle. Those
who could be identified are named; many
stones simply list unknown troopers. Occasionally there are red headstones, which
mark where Native American remains
were found. There are very few of the latter
because the Native Americans removed
most of their dead. The three areas with

White gravestones mark where soldiers fell.

the largest number of white headstones
are the Benteen-Reno Battlefield, Keogh’s
last position and Last Stand Hill, though
there are scatterings of headstones
throughout the battlefield area. Though
men died where Reno formed his skirmish
line, there are no gravestones on what is
now private land.
Last Stand Hill holds the greatest
concentration of white gravestones in a
limited area, and includes Custer, his
brother Tom (winner of two Congressional
Medals of Honor during the Civil War) and
at least one other relative. A large granite
monument overlooks the fenced field of
gravestones. Most of the soldiers were
buried in what is now a national cemetery
in the park, although Custer’s remains were
later disinterred and reburied at the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point, N.Y.
Below the summit of Last Stand Hill
on the side away from the river and the
gravestones is a stunning circular monument to the Native Americans who fought
at the Little Bighorn. Walking through this
memorial you realize the size of the force
faced by the 7th Cavalry. Not only were the
Sioux present in all their various tribes,
they were joined by members of many
tribes including the Cheyenne and Arapahoe, among others.
Brash and impetuous to the end,
Custer ignored the warnings of his scouts
and died leading one charge too many.
Each June, the nearby town of Hardin
stages Little Bighorn Days, a four-day event
that features a reenactment of the Battle
of the Little Bighorn. This year’s event
takes place June 20-24. 
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REBATE!

on select toilets

It’s a great time to upgrade!

Thetford, Circle 102 on Reader Service Card

Makeover your RV bathroom now with a brand new
Thetford toilet and receive a special $25 rebate!
Hurry—offer ends August 1, 2012.

SCEPTRE STANDS
THE TEST OF TIME
THIRTY YEARS AFTER ITS RELEASE BY APOLLO MOTOR HOMES,
THIS CLASS A DIESEL-PUSHER IS STILL GOING STRONG
by DENNIS AND CHERYL DENOI

Cover of MotorHome
magazine, April 1982.

The DeNoi’s 1983
Apollo Sceptre at Sea
Breeze RV Park on the
Naval Weapons
Station, Seal Beach,
Calif.

Top left: Leaving Furnace Creek Campground, Death Valley,
Calif. Top center: Towing a 2002 Honda CR-V at the Badlands,
South Dakota. Top right: The DeNoi’s attempt to re-create the
cover photo of the April 1982 issue of MotorHome.
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T

he Apollo Sceptre was an

extremely high-end, diesel-pusher motorhome that first graced
the cover of MotorHome magazine 30 years ago in the April 1982 issue
and was received with great fanfare and
admiration. The “Test Drive” review raved
about the countless new and innovative
features and boldly stated, “If there were
a motorhome today that would seem at
home on the highways of the future, that
unit is undoubtedly the Sceptre … a luxurious coach that may still be in vogue when
we hit the turn of the 21st century.”
My wife, Cheryl, and I grew up RVing
with our respective parents and have enjoyed being RV owners since we first met.
We initially discovered the amazing Apollo
Sceptre in 2003 while traveling in our first
motorhome, a 19-foot, 1970 Starcraft
Starcruiser.
We were a few years away from a
planned early retirement at the age of 50
from our careers as public servants, mine
as both a United States Marine and Los
Angeles police officer and Cheryl’s as an
elementary school principal from West
Covina, Calif. We had just started to seriously look for a motorcoach that would better serve us as full-timers when we spotted
a motorhome we’d never seen before. The
quality and design jumped out at us as we
drove past it at 55 MPH down Interstate 5
in Southern California. It was at an RV
dealership adjacent to the highway at the
famous Traveland USA RV sales complex
in Irvine. We weren’t able to stop at the
time, but could not get this remarkable
motorhome out of our thoughts. We returned a week later to check it out. We had
seen other motorhomes that we thought
might be “the one,” only to be disappointed upon closer inspection.
Our motorhome buying philosophy is
to try to disqualify the unit, rather than
qualify it. We had successfully done this
with a dozen other motorhomes in our
quest for a home on wheels that would suit
our new life as full-timers. As hard as we
tried, we were unable to uncover any red
flags with this extremely well built, oneowner Sceptre. It was in showroom condition inside and out, and it was obvious the
coach’s original and only owner was very
proud of his motorhome.
You see, to become a Sceptre owner
back in the early 1980s you had to custom
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order it to your specifications, pay between
$179,000 and $200,000 and then wait
the three months it took to handcraft each
unit, which were usually on back order.
Sceptres were manufactured in limited
production between 1982 and 1984, and
the official number of documented units
built is only 44. We purchased our 1983
Sceptre in September 2003 for $39,000
and spent the next four years customizing
it to suit our taste and preparing it for our
rapidly approaching retirements.
Apollo Motor Homes Inc., of Carson,
Calif., was one of the first motorhome manufacturers to develop the high-end Class A
diesel-pusher motorhome market. The
concept was simple, build a Class A dieselpusher motorcoach that would offer all of
the quality, comfort and features of the
high-end bus conversions, but that would
be easier to drive and maintain. The impressive features and amenities on the
1980s Sceptre still hold their own with
today’s mansions on wheels and many others are still not offered today, such as stainless steel bumpers, a full-length stainless
steel roof rack and a 21-inch-wide stainless steel ladder.
Top: Dennis and Cheryl DeNoi in front of
their Sceptre with dogs Bandit and Tiki.
Center: A view of the upgraded kitchen
area with laminate wood flooring, a new
refrigerator and blinds. Note the original
backlit, stained glass cabinets, hammered
copper wall coverings, and command and
control center. Right: The wrap-around
dinette was reupholstered and a foldable
table adds flexibility to the living area.
Below: The cockpit features a real leather
seat, steering wheel and dash. The driver
and co-pilot seats are six-way power and
the steering wheel tilts (all original except
for the stereo and color backup camera).
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The DeNoi’s granddaughter,
Kaia, plays by the Sceptre’s
outside stereo.
The redecorated bathroom with new
wallpaper, Key West lobster trap
frames on the mirror and lobster picture, new blinds and a SeaLand toilet.

The original barrel chair was removed and
replaced with two leather ottomans.

The bedroom was fitted with new shades on the three large windows, which provide a
180-degree view from the bed. The solid wood cabinets have smoked glass mirrors. There
are fluorescent and reading lights under the cabinets and two 6-by-9-inch stereo speakers.
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It’s not possible to list all the features
of the Sceptre, but a few others include a
7.5 kilowatt water cooled generator, 22.5inch Alcoa aluminum wheels, air bag suspension, air brakes, 150-gallon fuel tank,
53-gallon LP-gas tank, and 80-gallon freshwater tank with 40/80-gallon black and gray
tanks. Also two furnaces, two roof air conditioners with heat strips, two LP-gas furnaces, six-way power leather driver/passenger seats, leather appointments and custom
wood cabinetry throughout the coach. It
also features a microwave oven, four-burner
stove, gas oven, built-in blender, and stainless steel sinks with all copper plumbing
and house quality wiring, switches, faucets
and hardware.
However, there were shortcomings in
the Sceptre and in other pioneer dieselpusher motorhomes of the time, such as
the Foretravel, Vogue and Allegro, and that
was the lack of a powerful enough engine
to handle all this new luxury. The only two
options available were the Caterpillar
3208, non-turbo with 175 HP and the upgrade Detroit Diesel 8.2-liter turbo 205-HP
engine. Neither power plant was up to the
challenge of pushing a 35-foot, 22,000pound motorhome uphill while towing a
dinghy vehicle on a hot day.
Apollo, however, resolved this situation on the final four units manufactured
in 1984 by switching the chassis from
Oshkosh to Gillig with the newly upgraded
Cat 3208 turbo 250-HP engine coupled
with an Allison MT 643 transmission. Although the original owner of our 1983
Sceptre made do with the underpowered
Detroit for 20 years, we opted for a complete powertrain conversion in 2006 with
the aforementioned upgraded Cat 3208T
and transmission package. Because we
were going from a Detroit to a Cat, we purchased a salvaged motorhome and transplanted the entire drivetrain into our Sceptre to reduce the amount of retrofitting
needed for such a major project. Now, we
are able to travel anywhere, anytime without fear or hesitation and know our coach
will be up to the task.
To celebrate the 30th anniversary of
the introduction of the Sceptre, we wanted
to highlight the joy and pleasure we receive
every day from living and traveling in this
classic motorhome and report that the bold
predictions made by MotorHome in 1982
were realized and still hold true.
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Changing out the Detroit
Diesel 8.2-liter engine
for CAT 3208T in 2006.
The front grille of the Apollo Sceptre.

The CAT 3208T engine during installation.

The DeNoi’s added a slide-out gas barbecue to make cooking outdoors easier.
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Without exception, we cannot drive
anywhere without receiving thumbs-ups,
smiles and waves from admirers nationwide. Any time we stop for fuel or pull into
a parking lot to restock supplies we receive
visitors inquiring as to what year and make
is our coach. The common question is, “Is
it new or restored?” and the answer is neither, it’s just been lovingly maintained its
entire life. At campgrounds, we host countless visitors and often give tours of the interior and the undercarriage to the most
enthusiastic guest.
Our Sceptre’s outstanding condition
has given inspiration to many other RVers
and has energized them to take renewed
interest in their new or not-so-new motorhomes. We know what it’s like to own and
operate a Sceptre in the 21st century, but
we can only imagine what it must have
been like to be one of the first Sceptre
owners back in the 1980s. You cannot be
an introvert and travel in an Apollo Sceptre, and we feel obliged to stop whatever
we are doing to entertain any and all inquiries from fellow RVers and other admirers who appreciate our unique motorhome.
Cheryl and I have even taken on the
task of tracking down and recording as
many Sceptres as we can. We have become somewhat of an authority on Sceptres and receive great pleasure in assisting
other Sceptre owners whenever possible.
We have located about two dozen
Sceptres and have personally seen about
half of those and are on the trail of several
more. They have been located as far away
as Florida, Canada and Australia and as
close as the same RV sales lot in Orange
County, Calif., where we found our Sceptre. Our goal is to help preserve as many of
the original 44 Sceptres as we can because we feel they are an important part of
the RV evolution and are capable of bringing many more years of reliable service and
pleasure to their lucky few owners.
If you are a Sceptre owner, want to become a Sceptre owner or just have questions, please feel free to contact us via the
Apollo Motorhome Owners Group at
http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/
group/ApolloMotorhomes or on the Apollo
Facebook page.
Should you ever see us at a campground, please stop by and say hello. We
would love to introduce you to the wonderful world of the Apollo Sceptre! 
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THE GOLDILOCKS
OF ALL DESERTS
EXPERIENCE THE EXTRAORDINARY WITHIN THE SONORAN
DESERT’S ORGAN PIPE CACTUS NATIONAL MONUMENT
by BERT GILDART

I

ts austere beauty stretches for 30 miles along the

Arizona-Mexico border, its desert wilderness covering more
than 300,000 acres.
We are in Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, a portion
of one of our nation’s four magnificent desert areas. It was created
in part because this sweep of desert land is the only place in the
United States where you can find Stenocereus thurberi, the organ
pipe, growing naturally. The monument also protects, among other
things, the historic and lovely Quitobaquito springs and pond, the
very area we were visiting.
This region, with its own natural wonders and hazards — spiny
cacti, scorpions, Gila monsters, rattlesnakes — invites visitors to
see through the thorns and appreciate its amazing offerings. Surrounded by its seeming harshness, we sought to find out what compels so many to return to Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument.
My wife, Janie, and I began our most recent explorations of
this well-preserved section of the Sonoran Desert by docking at
Twin Peaks Campground, one of the nation’s most beautiful. Trails
surround this complex of several hundred sites, and if you follow
one located just a little to the west of the campground to a high

point, you can look down on your motorhome, engulfed in beautiful features. What you are seeing is one of the nation’s best examples of “the Goldilocks of all deserts.”
From this vantage you can also look south to the Cubabi
Mountains, about five miles away in Mexico. Turning toward the
north, you’ll see the lofty, jagged Ajo Mountains. Focus a little
closer and you’ll see an abundance of saguaro cactus and organ
pipe. If you linger, you’ll probably find some of the riveting creatures that make this assemblage their home.
To learn more about the complexities of this park, start by
biking or driving the two miles to the Kris Eggle Visitor Center,
named for the 28-year-old National Park ranger who was killed at
the monument in 2002 by members of a drug cartel.
Organ Pipe continues to address the illegal entrants and
smugglers crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, but park officials are
determined to provide visitors with adventures, not misadventures. They say most areas of Organ Pipe are safe, and for starters
they suggest the Ajo Mountain Drive, a 21-mile dirt road departing
about 100 yards from the visitor center.
We left early in the morning and spent almost the entire day

A view of organ pipe cacti overlooking Twin Peaks Campground, the Mexican town of Sonoyta and, finally, Sierra Cubabi.
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exploring features of the drive. Essentially,
the old road and interpretive signs celebrate the Sonoran Desert, telling of the
plant communities and the geology that
helped render these hills appropriate for
specific types of vegetation. At times the
road is steep, not made for nighttime visits.
It is, however, perfect for those who want
to explore on their own some more of this
desert’s quiet beauty. Certainly the drive
refreshed our minds about the beauty of
the Sonoran.
Along the drive, panels explain the
organ pipe cactus, which differs from the
saguaro (also abundant) because its many
branches rise from the base at the ground
instead of growing straight, as does the
saguaro’s massive trunk. The species does,
however, share in common a series of vertically aligned pleats, which enable the
plants to expand and contract in accordance with the amount of available water.
At mile seven the road climbs deeper
into the Ajo Mountains, providing commanding views of Mount Ajo, which at
4,808 feet is the highest point in the monument. Eleven miles later we peered over
the rugged cliff known as Diaz Spire. In
spots the slopes appear impassible, and
when we read a band of Native Americans

once sought shelter in its small caves we
were awed, for we could see the harsh features through our binoculars.
Once, members of the Tohono O’odham Nation camped in these caves while
harvesting the fruit of various cacti. Today,
these people live on the nearby and contiguous Tohono O’odham Reservation, and
members still harvest the fruit of the
saguaro and the organ pipe. They also
make detailed baskets, and on various
days display them at the Kris Eggle Visitor
Center. It was at the visitor center that we
met Matilda Saraficio, a talented basket
maker whose product is so exquisite we
had to buy one. Made of devil’s claw, yucca
and bear grass, the basket is a work of art.
The Ajo Mountain Drive also introduces you to many other species of plants,
many of which survive because they stick.
Consider, for instance, the cholla, a genus
you’ve got to admire for its creative features. Names such as chain cholla, pencil
cholla and jumping cholla suggest adaptations for spreading seeds sometimes using
you as a means of conveyance.
That day as we drove, all these
species made themselves known, their
blossoms vivid and startling, and we spent
hours photographing their many radiant

Top to Bottom: These brightly colored blooms are those of a buckhorn cholla shrub,
abundant in the Sonoran Desert. Mexican gold poppies depend on the rain of the winter months for their intense color displays. The flowers of a hedgehog cactus.
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The Gila monster, the nation’s only poisonous lizard, makes its home in the Sonoran
Desert and throughout Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument. The park offers naturalist-led van tours. Here, visitors have stopped along the Ajo Mountain Drive.

variations. For Janie and me, the profusion of flowers and cacti was reason
enough to visit the Organ Pipe.
The Sonoran’s bizarre creatures also
fascinated us, and one in particular, the
Gila monster, will always excite me. At 24
inches and up to 5 pounds, the Gila monster is the nation’s largest lizard. Its beadlike blend of yellow and black with tinges
of orange and pink place it among the
most colorful. Living up to its name, the
Gila monster is also the nation’s only poisonous lizard. But most need not fear.
“Statistically,” said one park naturalist, “virtually all recorded bites have been
inflicted on testosterone-crazed young
men — often inebriated [and] foolish
enough to pick one up — or [on] professional handlers.”
I knew something about handlers.
Dr. Cecil Schwalbe, a professor of herpetology, once told me the day a Gila
monster clamped down on his thumb (in
front of his class) was the most traumatic
experience of his life. “The pain shot up
my arm like a flame,” he said.
Ostensibly, such an account may not
seem to make a strong case for visiting a
park, but down here in the Sonoran the
Gila monster is what the outpouring of

questions at evening campfire programs
focused on. Not surprisingly, you can see
these creatures just about anywhere in
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument.
Though there are several other roads
in the park you can traverse without concern, Puerto Blanco Drive is not one of
them. Ten years ago Janie and I had driven all the way along this road to Quitobaquito, but now most of it is closed. The
closed area contains part of a network of
trails called The Devil’s Highway, which
Luis Alberto Urrea used as the title for his
Pulitzer Prize-nominated book detailing
the many deaths of illegal immigrants.
Still, a five-mile section of this road is
open and if you look closely you’ll see a
number of “compassionate water tanks.”
The tanks were placed here because so
many immigrants have lost their lives in
the area, essentially from heat exhaustion.
As part of its efforts to maintain safety, Organ Pipe has installed a new vehicle
barrier fence. It also provides armed escorts to Quitobaquito, a move that has
raised eyebrows. Organ Pipe Superintendent Lee Baiza said it’s probably “overkill,”
but if a visitor is harmed “it could ruin this
park, forever.”
Still, Baiza wants to make this spec-

The springs of Quitobaquito have been used for centuries, first
by Native Americans, then the Spanish and later by ranchers.
They’re also a sanctuary for an endangered species of pup fish.
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Fuel Efﬁcient Motorhomes
You’ll Love to Drive.
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Imagine what you could do with a vehicle that has the spacious comfort and convenience
of a larger motorhome but with much better fuel economy and driveability. Whether
driving cross-country or just cross-town, enjoy the convenience of having your own
kitchen, bathroom, changeroom, family room and bedroom in a vehicle that ﬁts
in a normal parking space and can be used as a second car.

• 15 to 22 miles per gallon
• Easy to drive & park, use everyday
• Available in four-wheel-drive
• Automotive styling (helps avoid RV parking
restrictions, keep it at home)

• Seats up to 7
• Comfortable to drive in
• Comfortable to live in
• Bathroom with shower
• Separate eating & sleeping areas
• Sleeps up to 4
• Up to king-size bed
• 4 year/48,000 mile motorhome warranty

To ﬁnd out why Roadtrek is the #1 selling North
American class B motorhome (camper van), visit us
at www.roadtrek.com/MHM or call us toll free at
1-888-ROADTREK (762-3873).

THE GOLDILOCKS OF ALL DESERTS
tacular section of the park accessible to
visitors and he thinks the time is right. He
believes his method will foster safe conditions and believes Quitobaquito is the
place to reopen first.
Historically, Quitobaquito provided a
watering hole for Native Americans, for
Spanish explorers and for the ranchers who
later bought the land. The springs are also
a sanctuary for an endangered species of
pup fish, which carved out a living thousands of years ago. And, as we learned
from our morning trip, Quitobaquito is simply a beautiful area where cottonwood
trees grow large, where endangered tortoises swim and where birds of all descriptions
congregate.
Though it may be dangerous (not to
mention, illegal) to visit this closed area of
Quitobaquito without an escort, park officials did not discourage me from visiting
most other areas of the monument, even
at night, something for which I was particularly grateful.
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument is one of the few places in the nation
where light pollution is so diminished you
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can still photograph the night sky. Increasingly, darkness is a rare condition, and as
a photographer, the light-free area found
in this remote desert was good news. However, I still had to find a place where I was
free from the lights of other campers, and
that required some exploration.
Finally, I settled on Alamo Canyon,
about 10 miles from our campground.
Waiting until night, I pinpointed north and
then framed the North Star with saguaro
and organ pipe cactus. Then I depressed
the cable release, but left open the shutter,
knowing all stars would appear to rotate
around Polaris. Two hours later, I checked
the image on my digital camera and liked
what I saw. Gathering up my gear I drove
back to Twin Peaks Campground.
How much longer we remained in
Organ Pipe I can’t recall, but I do remember there was no rush to depart. A week
earlier, rain had fallen, offering the promise
of a desert soon to be alive with many other
species of flowers. Then, too, there were
other trails to hike, and the nights were yet
cool. Apparently this Goldilocks of all
deserts keeps right on delivering. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ORGAN PIPE CACTUS
NATIONAL MONUMENT
520-387-6849 www.nps.gov/orpi
TWIN PEAKS CAMPGROUND
520-387-6849 ext. 7302
www.nps.gov/orpi/planyourvisit/
twin-peaks.htm

Organ Pipe
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NEXUS VIPER 29V
THE NEW KID ON THE BLOCK OFFERS ITS VISION OF WHAT
CLASS B-PLUS AND CLASS C MOTORHOMES SHOULD BE
elebrating its second year in business, start-

up motorhome manufacturer Nexus RV and its cadre
of 30 experienced craftspeople have hit the pavement
running with several floorplans, lengths and features
they believe define the best of Class B-plus and Class
C motorhome living.
The factory-direct builder in Elkhart, Ind., is focusing
on two distinct lines: the conventional 8-foot, 5-inch-wide
cabover Class C Phantom, and its upscale, sporty 8-footwide brother, the streamlined Viper, which the company
calls a Class B-plus. Regardless of class distinction, each
line and plan caters to a specific audience, including those
buyers who are looking to migrate to a smaller, more convenient and economical footprint.
The 29V is the largest Viper floorplan in the lineup and
its three slides create even more room: The forward cabin
has opposing slides and the rear bedroom features a streetside slide. In travel mode, the seat belt-equipped curbside
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dinette and streetside sofa bed nearly meet. This setup allows easy conversation among passengers, the driver and copilot. It also creates a 16-inch-wide, arrow-straight aisle running nearly the length of the motorhome. That means it’s
easy to access the refrigerator or use the bathroom when the
slides are retracted. In camp, when the slides are extended,
a roomy 5-by-9-foot cabin floor is revealed and provides plenty of room for guests, food and entertaining.
The streamlined silhouette of the 29V trades the conventional cabover queen bed setup for a complete entertainment and media storage center fitted into an aerodynamic front cap. Nexus has enlarged the cabin-to-cockpit
entry, which creates more ergonomically convenient access
to the cab, and the optional ($300) swivel base copilot seat
adds more cabin seating.
The 32-inch LCD HD TV centered above the cab access
is visible from anywhere in the cabin and comes standard
with an Xtreme Sound Bar theater sound system. Media and
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by FRED PAUSCH

NEXUS VIPER 29V

SPECIFICATIONS
PERFORMANCE
FUEL ECONOMY: 9.2 MPG
ACCELERATION:
0-60: 17 SEC
40-60: 11 SEC
CHASSIS
MODEL: FORD E-450 CUTAWAY
ENGINE: 6.8-L TRITON V-10
SAE HP: 305 @ 4,250 RPM
TORQUE: 420 LB-FT @ 3,250 RPM
TRANSMISSION: 5-SPEED AUTO
AXLE RATIO: 4.56:1
TIRES: 255/75R16E
WHEELBASE: 208"
BRAKES, F/R: 13.5" ABS DISC
SUSPENSION, F/R: INDEPENDENT TWIN
I-BEAM WITH COIL SPRINGS AND STABILIZER
BAR; NON-INDEPENDENT LIVE AXLE WITH
LEAF SPRINGS
FUEL CAP: 55 GAL
WARRANTY: 3 YRS/36,000 MILES

general storage cabinets — finished in the
motorhome’s dark cherry tone and with
smoked glass door inserts — flank the
cabin TV and provide plenty of space for
the standard DVD player plus a month’s
worth of movies and more.
Additional cabinet storage is found
above the forward-flip sofa bed, which is
equipped with a queen-size pneumatic
mattress, and above the Dream Dinette,
which easily and quietly drops into place to
form another bed. The dinette’s rear-facing
bench seat hinges up for large item storage
while the forward-facing seat base storage
area is partially obstructed by a steel lattice

seat belt frame. According to the company,
this area has been recently redesigned to
restore lost storage capacity.
Opening the streetside slide forms the
diminutive but efficient L-shaped galley.
As the slide extends, the cabinet and twinbasin sink (with residential style pull-out
nickel finish faucet) are fully exposed.
Pantry cabinets, with adjustable shelves,
line the wall that divides the cabin and the
bathroom. Three full-extension utensil
drawers are also provided. An optional
($700) Frigidaire convection microwave
oven over the stove augments or replaces
the conventional gas oven. Handy storage

COACH
EXT LENGTH: 30' 6"
EXT WIDTH: 8'
EXT HEIGHT (WITH A/C): 10' 4"
INT WIDTH: 7' 8"
INT HEIGHT: 6' 6"
CONSTRUCTION: STEEL FRAMING, FIBERGLASS
SKIN AND ROOF, POLYSTYRENE INSULATION
FRESHWATER CAP: 38 GAL
BLACK-WATER CAP: 27 GAL
GRAY-WATER CAP: 27 GAL
WATER-HEATER CAP: 6 GAL
LP-GAS CAP: 12.2 GAL
AIR CONDITIONER: 13,500 BTU
FURNACE: 40,000 BTU
REFRIGERATOR: 6 CU FT
CONVERTER: 60 AMP
BATTERY (2): 1 12-VOLT CHASSIS, 1 12-VOLT
COACH
AC GENERATOR: 4 KW
BASE MSRP: $78,999
MSRP AS TESTED: $110,598
WARRANTY: 1 YEAR BUMPER TO BUMPER
WET WEIGHT
(WATER & HEATER, FUEL, LP-GAS TANKS FULL;
NO SUPPLIES OR PASSENGERS)
FRONT AXLE: 3,720 LBS
REAR AXLE: 9,240 LBS
TOTAL: 12,960 LBS
CHASSIS RATINGS
GAWR, F/R: 5,000/9,600 LBS
GVWR/GCWR: 14,500/22,000 LBS
ROCCC: 1,540 LBS
(DEDUCT WEIGHT OF PASSENGERS FOR NET
CARGO CAPACITY)
GAWR: GROSS AXLE WEIGHT RATING
GVWR: GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING
GCWR: GROSS COMBINATION WEIGHT RATING
ROCCC: REALISTIC OCCUPANT AND CARGO CARRYING CAPACITY (FULL WATER, NO PASSENGERS)
NEXUS RV
855-786-3987,
WWW.NEXUSRV.COM
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The galley’s Corian countertops come
with matching covers for the sink and
stovetop. These covers help enlarge
the work area, and a swing-up extension adds even more prep space.

for pots and pans is provided in place of
the omitted gas oven. Some users might
complain about the partial loss of convenient pantry and under-sink access when
the slide is closed for travel, but the benefits of the L-shaped galley outweigh that
minor inconvenience for us.
Corian countertops are used in the galley, along with matching flush covers for the
sink and the Amana three-burner stovetop.
These covers enlarge the work area, but if
more countertop space is needed, a 12-by16-inch swing-up countertop extension is
provided. Even with the extension in place,
there’s still easy access to the 6-cubic-foot
two-way Norcold double-door refrigerator
(located on the opposing wall) and 17 inches of needed aisle space for passage to the
rear of the motorhome. Under-cabinet and
ceiling fluorescent lighting provides proper
general and task lighting.
Our only criticism of the galley was a
pair of loose utility panel door catches,
which failed while traveling and caused the
oven access panel cover to fall. That has
since been remedied in subsequent motorhomes by using a fixed hinge.

The bathroom is split across the aisle
using a 69-inch-tall, quarter-round onepiece fiberglass shower stall with curved obscure glass and domed skylight, which adds
a few inches of headroom. A hand-held
showerhead, with vertically adjustable bar
mount and extra-long hose, is included
along with a useful bath product shelf that
doesn’t need to be packed before travel. Opposite are the enclosed toilet room and a
vanity with Corian countertop and a nickelfinish faucet. There’s also a handy corner
shelf for small items. A large three-shelf mirrored medicine cabinet and under-sink cabinet will hold just about everything else.
Since the demo unit we tested rolled
off the line, Nexus has been fine-tuning
and improving a number of Viper features,
including the bathroom design. Doormounted towel bars are now included, and
the diminished foot and knee room created
by the commode placement (as shown in
our photos) has been improved with a
minor relocation and use of a redesigned
black-water tank.
The carpeted bedroom employs
wardrobe design cues from larger luxury

NEXUS VIPER 29V

The Viper’s rear bedroom features a 60-by-75-inch platform bed with 9-inch-thick
innerspring mattress and a shallow storage space area under the platform.

ural light to the bedroom. Equipped with the
same pull-down, night-only shade and trim
used in the rest of the Viper, it adds a useful
yet custom touch to the room. The bed’s
platform provides a shallow storage tray
space positioned above the freshwater tank.
The standard Arctic Package provides a heat
pad under each holding tank and a furnace
duct routed into the enclosed air space.

The Viper’s standard cabin roof A/C
unit is ducted to fully adjustable ceiling
registers in the cabin, bath and bedroom.
An optional ($980) bedroom roof A/C unit
is also available for warmer climes. Opening the cabin’s adjustable ceiling chill grille
allows maximum cold airflow to cool the
cabin. Closing the grille restores airflow to
the ducts and registers. Using the system

Direct TV, Circle 128 on Reader Service Card

coaches using the bedroom’s entire curbside
wall to create a mirrored wardrobe module
at the foot of the bed. The optional ($595)
19-inch LCD TV is centered between hisand-hers wardrobes. These closets provide
23-inch-long rods for hanging clothes and
room for shoes. Below the TV is more adjustable shelf storage for clothing or shoes.
The lower nine-drawer dresser base uses
full-extension drawers and the same large
door pulls found throughout the coach.
Contained in the 60-inch-wide-by-18inch-deep bedroom slide is a 60-by-75-inch
queen-size platform bed with 9-inch-thick
innerspring mattress. Outlets for 120-volt
AC power are provided on both sides of the
bed platform. Eyeglass nightstands are now
being installed on the slide’s side wall or
fascia, thus eliminating the experience we
had of having to hang our reading glasses
from an overhead cabinet pull. For those
using medical equipment, Nexus can provide a bedside floor rack that will conveniently move with the bed and slide.
An unexpected feature is the optional
($50) 6-by-48-inch non-opening window directly above the bed, which adds more nat-
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NEXUS VIPER 29V
this way allowed us to easily direct the
available cooling to meet our needs. The
large 40,000-Btu ducted furnace uses fullflow directional registers, but exhibits some
of the age-old problem of uneven heat distribution. Dampered flow register replacements might improve velocity and balance.
Our trip destination was the beautiful

Ocean Mesa RV Resort, north of Santa
Barbara, Calif. The full-service campground is terraced into a hill, and campsites allow glimpses of the Pacific Ocean
and Santa Barbara Channel. With firstclass accommodations, 80 RV sites and
glamping (glamorous camping) opportunities at its El Capitan Canyon resort next

In camp, when the forward slides are extended, a roomy 5-by-9-foot main cabin floor
is revealed, providing plenty of space for guests and entertaining.
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door, it makes an ideal weekend getaway
destination for RVers and their non-RVing
guests.
Our scenic route to Ocean Mesa purposely included sea level to more than
2,000-foot elevations using 6 percent and
7 percent grades, an interstate and twolane roads. The 8-foot-wide motorhome
was unaffected by passing or overtaking
big rig trucks and it was easy to enjoy navigating smaller country roads thanks to the
motorhome’s controlled ride and excellent
steering feedback. Crosswind sway at
speed could be felt but it never required
more than a mild steering correction to
keep the Viper in its lane.
Comfortable two-tone cockpit seating with dark faux wood dash appliqué
dresses up the venerable Ford chassis.
Breakaway heated exterior mirrors with
lower fish eyes, a rearview monitor in the
dashboard, rear cap all-LED signal and
clearance lights, and the optional ($495)
turn-signal-activated side cameras made
lane changes and campground and service station maneuvers a simple and safe
task.
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Comfortable two-tone driver and copilot seats and a dark-hued faux-wood dash
appliqué dresses up the venerable Ford cockpit.

The Triton V-10 develops maximum
horsepower at more than 4,000 RPM. Coupled to the five-speed TorqShift transmission, cruising at 65 MPH was effortless at
2,400 RPM with only 70-72 decibels in the
cabin, which allowed for hands-free cell
phone use and normal conversation levels.
Pointing the Viper onto a 6 percent

grade released some of the motorhome’s
audible venom using third gear and 3,000
RPM to maintain 50 MPH over the crest. Engaging the transmission’s tow/haul mode
for the downhill leg altered the shift
points, reining in the coach at 64 MPH in
third gear at 3,500 RPM without the use of
the service brakes.

Another useful feature of the tow/haul
mode programming is the auto downshifting to supplement service brake applications with engine braking. Now that the
gross combination weight rating (GCWR) of
the chassis has been increased by 2,000
pounds, this will be a confidence building
tool whenever towing.
Nexus continues to refine its vision of
cutaway-chassis motorhome perfection.
Using bonded high-gloss fiberglass side walls
over a skeleton of high tensile, fully welded
steel, and protected by a seamless tapered
fiberglass roof, the company is building motorhomes to stand the test of time. It can offer
custom menu touches requested by the buyer,
and even engineer ADA accessibility. Perhaps
most importantly, Nexus stresses the importance of working with buyers in all phases of
selection and construction to ensure their satisfaction. If you ask, they might also let you
watch your motorhome being built.
Our thanks to the staff of Ocean Mesa
RV Resort (www.oceanmesa.com) and El
Capitan Canyon (www.elcapitancanyon.com)
for their assistance and photo locations
used in this review. 
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Get Together
& Share the Fun!
From Chapter campouts and Samborees to
reeunions at a Rally—have fun and make friends
along the way with the Good Sam Club!
GOOD SAM CHAPTER
CHAPTERS
HAPTER
RS
Chapters embrace true RV fellowship and make
lasting friendships through a shared sense of
community and a love for RVing. Chapters hold
campouts, plan social events and organize
community volunteer opportunities. There are more
than 1,500 Good Sam Chapters in North America.
Joining or starting a Chapter is a great way to have
fun and meet fellow RVers who share your interests.
Visit GoodSamClub.com/Chapters to ﬁnd a
Chapter near you!

SSTATE
TA
ATE AND PROVINCIAL
PRO
SSAMBOREES
AMBOREES
Ranging in size from 50 rigs to over 500, Samborees
are RV get-togethers planned by state and provincial
directors, making each Samboree unique. Along with
fun and games, many Samborees include RV exhibits
and educational seminars. Most states and provinces
have a Samboree each year!
Visit GoodSamClub.com/Samborees to ﬁnd the latest
schedule of events and registration contact information.

GOOD
GOOD SAM
SAM RALLIES
RALLIES IN 2012

5597-CS

North American RV Rallies feature stellar entertainment,
expert speakers, a huge selection of RV accessories plus
new RVs on exhibit. Join in the fun at the 2012 Good Sam
Rallies, presented by DISH: Louisville, Kentucky (JJune 2124) and Daytona Beach, Florida (November 2-4)!
Visit TheRally.com or call 1-877-749-7122 fo
or full details!

Not a Good Sam Club Member? Visit GoodSamClub.com
or call 1-800-234-3450 to Join Today!

Lazydays, Circle 112 on Reader Service Card

A GREAT ROOM IN
MY MOTORHOME
DINETTE REDESIGN BRINGS COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY
by DAVID BARBER

Removing the booth
dinette gave this
motorhome a contemporary, custom look.
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y wife and I travel exten-

sively in our 2008 Winnebago View, and we love its compact size. There is no need to
tow a dinghy, our traveling home is just a
little bigger than a large SUV, and it’s easy
to maneuver and park at the grocery store
or the golf club. We also appreciate the
16-MPG fuel economy.
The trade-off is limited
interior room.
Our 24J floorplan has a
fixed bed in the rear, making
the dinette our only seating
choice. Even with an aftermarket swivel device for the
passenger-side cab seat
(standard on newer models),
we lacked a comfortable
place to sit and read or watch
TV. The TV is mounted above
the entry door, at right angles
to the dinette, requiring a
90-degree twist while seated
on the dinette bench. After a
few days, my back is
wrenched and I have to trade
sides to balance the pain.
During my 40-year career as a residential architect, I designed large custom
homes for wealthy clients.

Space was not an issue; rooms were enormous. Now, I look at the 3-foot 6-inch by
6-foot 2-inch dinette space in my motorhome and am baffled. Twenty-one
square feet, about the size of a small powder room in a typical home. This, I decide,
will be my great room.
European RVs are compact wonders
of efficiency by necessity, as the narrow

Top: The original booth dinette was uncomfortable for
the owners. Right: Renovation began by tearing out
the table and benches.
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The author enlisted the help of one of his
woodworking friends to build a custom
cabinet to fit the space.

streets require small motorhomes. I studied
many versions on the Internet and noticed
that few of them have the typical doublebench-and-table arrangement so common
in American designs. What I needed was a
clever multifunctional arrangement.
To begin, I removed the entire dinette,

saving the pieces. I will miss the storage
under the benches, but we don’t need seating for four at our dining table, and we have
never used the bed conversion, having two
other double beds available for sleeping.
I didn’t realize how much room the
large table and benches consumed until

they were removed. I was encouraged by the
space with which I had to work. I could create a flexible design that maintained the
open feeling I wanted.
The central feature of my new design
would be two comfortable swivel chairs,
which would allow us to look directly at the
TV without contorting our bodies, or put our
feet up and read a book. It was a challenge
shopping for swivel chairs small enough to
fit the space. I found a pair of chairs that
were the right size and were comfortable,
but I wasn’t crazy about the color — red. It
reminded me of what it must have been like
to buy a Ford Model T — you can have any
color you want, as long as it’s black. To complete my multifunctional goal, I designed a
wall cabinet with storage bins and a small
folding table.
After removing the original dinette, I
installed Pergo plastic laminate flooring on
the platform to match the rest of our flooring, an upgrade I had previously made. The
Pergo is easy to install, just cut and snap
the pieces together. The flooring is floating,
which means it isn’t attached directly to the
subfloor, being held in place by gravity and
the edge trim. My only challenges were cutting holes for the seat belt bolts (which I
did not want to remove) and the edge trim,
which tested my mitering skills.
When the platform was completed, I
designed and built the cabinet for the outside wall. I have many talented friends,
and my woodworking pal was generous

Innovation Housing, Circle 118 on Reader Service Card

The custom cabinet includes storage bins
and a folding dining table, which is easy
to raise and lower.
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Top: Pergo flooring was installed on the
platform; then the cabinet was installed.
Above: The cabinet matches the existing
maple interior. Below: The owners enjoy
breakfast in their new great room.

catching blue birds. Most importantly, my
wife and I are happy and comfortable in
our 21-square-foot great room. Who needs
a mansion?
I might get old someday and want to
sell our little motorhome to another
vagabond, so I retained the factory dinette
setup. I could restore the interior to original
specifications in about an hour. But why
would I want to? 

Protect All, Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

with his expertise and well-appointed
workshop. The new cabinet matches the
existing maple interior and serves a number of purposes: it covers all the holes in
the wall that remained from the original
dinette; it provides storage for convenience items; and it incorporates a folding
dining table. One storage bin covers the
original 120-volt-AC and 12-volt-DC outlets. This became the electronics bin, a
perfect place for my many charging devices and cords. Another bin stores office
supplies, batteries and the TV remote. The
laminated table is attached with folding
shelf hardware and is easy to raise and
lower. The table is usually in the down position, except when we are dining, giving
us more leisure space.
A sturdy ottoman with interior storage
space and a reversible tray top completed
my furniture selection. I store the cordless
vacuum cleaner and my tool kit in the ottoman. It’s also a small table for my martini
or a place to put up my feet as I sip my
morning coffee. Multifunctional heaven.
Since my wife drives too fast and corners like Mario Andretti, I had to secure the
chairs and ottoman with bungee cords or
risk having furniture in the cockpit. Eyebolts
attached to the cabinet provide secure anchors. We’re ready to roll ‘n’ rock.
The total project took about 40 hours
and $825, which included $390 for the
chairs (from www.allegroshops.com), $70
for the ottoman (from Target), $300 for the
cabinet materials and $65 for flooring.
Now that the transformation is complete, our dog misses its little cave under
the old table. Luckily, our cat is enjoying
the new cabinet and lounges on top of it
while looking out the window, dreaming of
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snapshot

by LAURA MICHAELS

NEWMAR BAY STAR SPORT 3310
LUXURY MEETS AFFORDABILITY IN THIS
FAMILY-FRIENDLY CLASS A COACH

A

s part of their effort to grow the RV market,

motorhome manufacturers are taking aim at firsttime buyers, and for Newmar Corp. that means creating an entry-level fleet with a high-end feel and
no shortage of standard features.
The all-new Bay Star Sport lineup, which the company
calls the “best value in a Class A gas motorhome since
[Newmar’s] introduction of the Bay Star in 2006,” includes
four models ranging from 27 to 33
feet in length, built on the Ford F53
chassis and powered by the 362-HP
Ford Triton V-10 engine.
The more affordable Sport (its
2702 model starts at $93,450)
was developed, Newmar said,
following the success of the
company’s redesigned entrylevel Ventana LE. But don’t
worry, fewer dollars doesn’t
translate to an inferior outcome,
as Newmar builds the Bay Star
Sport with the same quality construction, Total Comfort Air
Conditioning system and slideout mechanisms used on all its other
luxury products.
The family-friendly 3310 model,
the longest Bay Star Sport at almost
34 feet, brings with it ample overhead storage and is the only floorplan
to feature bunk beds that convert into
a wardrobe with wood doors.
While the kids have their own
space, the adults can retire to the rear
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
CHASSIS: FORD F53
ENGINE: 6.8-L TRITON
V-10, 362 HP
FUEL: 80 GAL
GVWR: 20,500 LBS
EXTERIOR LENGTH: 33' 11"
EXTERIOR WIDTH: 8' 5.5"

EXTERIOR HEIGHT: 12' 4"
WHEELBASE: 208"
FRESHWATER CAP: 75 GAL
GRAY-WATER CAP: 60 GAL
BLACK-WATER CAP: 40 GAL
LP-GAS CAP: 25 GAL
BASE MSRP: $123,382

NEWMAR CORP.
800-731-8300
WWW.NEWMARCORP.COM
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bedroom with its queen bed, dual nightstands and mirrored wardrobes, which
stand on either side of the optional 26inch LED TV. A chest of drawers sits
below the TV while above the suede-like
headboard is another cabinet.
Making the Sport feel even more
like home is the bathroom with privacy
glass shower door, accompanied by an
acrylic sink, laminate countertop, radius
lavatory cabinet and china bowl toilet.
Moving forward into the living area
you’ll find a mini-peninsula galley that is
home to a three-burner range with glass
oven door, stainless steel sink and solidsurface countertop. The 3310 features a
22-inch Spacesaver microwave while all
other models include a 1.2-cubic-foot
microwave.
Enjoy a view of the 42-inch LCD TV
— housed in the dry bar and standard in
the 3310 — from the streetside sofa. If
more sleeping space is needed, an
optional Flex-O-Bed sofa with air mattress is available.
Opposite the sofa is a four-person
dinette, above which is one of five overhead cabinets with standard Empire
Maple square raised panel doors
(Monterey Maple cabinets are optional).
Also curbside is the Dometic 6-cubicfoot refrigerator with wood paneling, and
the pantry.
The Sport’s cockpit provides additional comfort with its leather driver and
passenger seats that rotate and recline.
Safety is also paramount, and the Sport
features a standard rearview color monitor system with audio.
Exterior standards include gel-coated fiberglass side walls with vinyl graphics, lighted storage compartments and a
Dometic patio awning. Other available
options include partial exterior paint,
hydraulic leveling system, slideout
awnings and a 600-watt power inverter. 

Daves Design, Circle 127 on Reader Service Card

NEWMAR BAY STAR SPORT 3310
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from OUR READERS

FISHING FOR STORAGE



quicktips

We recently purchased a
2006 Winnebago Tour
and were trying to find the
perfect place for our fishing rods. We have one 7foot rod that does not
break down and there are
no pass-through bays in
our motorhome. Since we
have a diesel engine, the generator is located in the front of the coach
with just enough room for fishing rods. My husband mounted two fishing rod holders, typically used in a garage, to the crossbars, and the
rods fit perfectly, nice and tight.
KATHY AND DAROLD PERRY l GRANTS PASS, ORE.

As an RVer, there are times when I need to dry wet things on
a rainy day, or when the wind is blowing dust around outside
— or on days I just need to travel. I wanted to utilize the
shower stall, but I wasn’t sure what was behind the walls. I
know from experience that suction hooks are not reliable,
so I took two picture hooks, some chain and a clothes rod
(you could use a dowel or old broom handle) and fastened
it to the skylight. This setup works well and is not costly.
DAVID L. DORSEY l NEWARK, DEL.

HOBBY HELPER



ILLUSTRATIONS: BILL TIPTON

HUNG OUT TO DRY 

I was using one of
my motorhome’s
basement rollout
bays to store my
hobby supplies,
but I also had to
carry a folding
table to use as a work area. I came up with an idea to
attach a work area to the rollout tray and thus eliminate
the need for a table. I went to a local hardware store and
purchased one shelf standard, two shelf brackets and a
shelf the size that I needed. Cost was less than $25.
I cut 4 inches off each end of the shelf standard
and mounted the pieces to the face of the tray. I then
used scrap wood and attached it to the bottom of the
shelf, which keeps the shelf from sliding on the brackets.
The shelf and brackets stow in the tray when not in use.
MORRIS JONES l RAPID CITY, S.D.
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MAKING BED ROOM 
I have a tip for a bed modification that I think will help those RVers who
would like to sleep on a high-quality 60-by-80-inch bed even though
their slide will only allow for a 74-inch-long mattress. I recently upgraded to an 8-inch-thick memory foam mattress that I purchased from QVC
for $435. I did not want to cut the mattress, so I just lifted the bed up
when the slide was all the way in. That allowed enough room for the
extra 6 inches with room to spare.
Today, I installed an extension board 5.5-by-60 inches with rounded corners and hinged so that it can be folded under the bed mattress
when the slide is in. I let the extension down when the slide is out and
I still have plenty of room to walk around. Now I get a great night’s sleep
and have no more restlessness or back problems. Plus, I can use standard queen-size sheets.
DELBERT ZIRKLE l LAKELAND, GA. 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Quick Tips, MotorHome’s monthly column of useful, handy and simple tips by fellow RVers,
is looking for submissions. Please send your favorite do-it-yourself ideas to: MotorHome
Quick Tips, 2575 Vista Del Mar Drive, Ventura, CA 93001, or email letters@motorhome
magazine.com. Be sure to include any photos, illustrations or drawings, if necessary. If
your tip is selected for publication, you’ll receive $35.
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COACH & POWERTRAIN

l by BOB LIVINGSTON

NO FUSS CHARGING
Xtreme QuadLink Multiplier delivers maintenance charge to four batteries using automatic sequencing
optimum 12-volt DC system health. Batteries left in a discharged
state, and/or are not charged properly when in storage, tend to degrade rapidly, creating problems when the coach is back on the
road. Common power converters provide only a float charge rate,
which will not charge batteries properly and may lead to gassing
and loss of electrolyte. Without the benefit of an onboard multistage charger, owners are best advised to employ a maintenance
charger designed for this purpose.
Typically, the house and starting batteries are isolated from
each other, meaning you’ll have to run wires in parallel to allow
all the batteries to be charged simultaneously. A better choice is
a maintenance charger, but you’ll need two of them if you prefer
to skip the wiring exercise. PulseTech, a company known for its
maintenance chargers, has developed the QuadLink 4-Channel
Battery Charger Multiplier under its Xtreme Charge banner that
solves the problem of needing two units.
Rather than having to physically switch a maintenance charger from one battery or another, the QuadLink device automatically
splits and distributes the charge into 10-minute segments. This
allows users to use one charging device and connect up to four
batteries (or banks). A microprocessor automatically adapts to the
number of batteries that are connected and green LEDs inform
the user which batteries are being charged.
The QuadLink can only be used with chargers that control
output automatically and is limited to an 8-amp maximum input;
it cannot be used with a manual maintenance charger. The right
charger will also have the industry standard two-prong connector.
Installation is simple. Adapter cables are connected to each
battery or battery bank. The kit comes with four adapter cables
with ring terminals that can be bolted to the battery terminals.
Five-foot extension leads are connected to these pigtails at the
battery and to the QuadLink base station. The company provides
four 5-foot extension leads, but 5- and 25-foot extension leads
are optionally available. Your charging device is then plugged into
the QuadLink station. We were already using the right type of
maintenance charger, so compatibility was not an issue.
The base station can be installed using the four holes in the
housing and provided screws. Although it’s water resistant, cau-
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Charging the batteries between trips is crucial to

tion should be taken when mounting the base in a compartment
that is exposed to the elements. It’s also best not to install it in
the battery compartment (as is recommended for the charger).
A blinking green light indicates when the first battery is connected, followed by solid green lights to verify that all stations are
connected. Once the charger is plugged into AC power, the charging cycling begins. Subsequent battery connection and removal
should be done after unplugging the charger.
The QuadLink Multiplier takes the guesswork — and hassle
— out of maintaining batteries while the motorhome is in storage,
and is very cost effective, since only one charger needs to be
used. The device sells for $99 and has a five-year warranty.
PulseTech, 800-580-7554, www.xtremecharge.com 
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HOT LINE

Warranty Contract
Not on File
AFTER THEIR DEALER FILED FOR BANKRUPTCY, TWO READERS TURNED TO HOT
LINE FOR HELP IN SORTING OUT THEIR
WARRANTY CONTRACT. THEY WROTE:
On Feb. 28, 2011, my wife and I purchased a 2004 Class A motorhome from
John Bleakley RV in Douglasville, Ga.
We also bought an Ultimate Coverage
warranty contract through CornerStone
United for $4,800. When we tried to
take our coach in for service to the LPgas tank, we found out that John Bleakley RV had filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. We became alarmed and called
all of our contacts made at the time of
purchase regarding our new tire warranty, roadside assistance and the CornerStone contract. Everything was in order
except for the CornerStone contract.
The first week in August 2011, I
called CornerStone and learned that the
company did not have our contract or
any other information regarding our purchase. I immediately faxed a copy of the
contract to CornerStone. I confirmed receipt of our faxed contract, but was told
the company could not honor it, as it was
not received from John Bleakley RV. At
this point I asked for a supervisor and
was transferred to Brett Clemons. He
was very helpful and we offered to pay
the wholesale price if he would honor the
contract. Clemons said he would check
on it with the underwriting department.
After not hearing from Clemons for
a while, I called again and he told me
that underwriting would not accept our
offer. He further explained that even
though the contracts are numbered, the
company has no system in place to
track any contract written by a dealer.
Is there anything Hot Line can do to
get CornerStone to honor our contract?
While this has been very stressful for us,
our love for RVing is still going strong.
DAVID AND KATHY BLANKENSHIP
LIZELLA, GA.
The Blankenships seemed to have done
everything they could to rectify this situation, and had all the documentation
to back themselves up. Hot Line re-
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quested CornerStone United reconsider
the Blankenships’ claim. Sometime
later we received a reply from CornerStone’s vice president of operations,
and a follow-up letter from the Blankenships:
We share in the Blankenships’ frustration concerning the non-payment of their
contract by Bleakley RV. We informed
Bleakley RV on several occasions about
the non-payment and then we were informed of its bankruptcy. CornerStone
United and the Blankenships are in the
same position with the dealer.
CornerStone would like to provide
service contract coverage for the
Blankenships’ contract. CornerStone
has received no funds from Bleakley RV
to cover the service contract. If the
Blankenships would agree to cover the
wholesale amount for the contract we
would accept that amount and make
the contract active to provide coverage
for their motorhome. We typically do not
sell directly to customers — our contracts are sold through dealers. In this
circumstance, we would disclose the
wholesale amount of the contract to the
Blankenships in a separate letter.
Thank you for your inquiry to CornerStone United. This is an unfortunate
situation both parties have been left in
by the dealer. We look forward to resolving this matter with the Blankenships
as described above.
PAMELA POPE
VICE PRESIDENT OPERATIONS
CORNERSTONE UNITED INC.
HICKORY, N.C.
We were surprised and relieved to receive a response from CornerStone
United to Hot Line’s letter, and we have
accepted the company’s offer for our
original coverage at its wholesale price.
While this will not replace any of the
money we lost, we hope that CornerStone will initiate a policy change for
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better follow up on its contracts so it
can notify the consumer in the future of
any problems. CornerStone will still receive its money and we will be out the
wholesale price of the coverage, but it
will bring us some peace of mind.
I had sent the same letter to another
popular magazine’s help line and received a reply stating they couldn’t offer
any assistance. Hot Line was wonderful
to write to CornerStone on our behalf and
I can’t tell you how much we appreciate
it. Now we can take that long-awaited
trip through the Western United States!
D. AND K. B.
GET IT IN WRITING
At a standstill in trying to receive written confirmation for an extended warranty from an appliance manufacturer,
a reader asked for our help. He wrote:
On July 17, 2009, I sent a check in the
amount of $319.40 to Dometic for an extended warranty on the refrigerator and air
conditioner in my RV that will continue
until Feb. 18, 2014. None of this is in dispute — the company acknowledges that I
have this coverage — but to date I have not
received written confirmation of the coverage. I have notified Dometic on several occasions beginning on Aug. 31, 2009, and
the last time on April 18, 2011. I am always promised the necessary documents,
but to date I have nothing but those promises. Any help you can give me would be
greatly appreciated.
MAX JONES JR. l NEWLAND, N.C.
Jones was trying to follow the cardinal rule
of extended-service warranties: Always demand written confirmation. We received
the following missive from Jones, which
explained the conclusion of his case. It
read:
You solved my problem with Dometic with
just one letter. Dometic not only sent me
the warranties on my air conditioner and
refrigerator that I had purchased, but it
sent me duplicates — four in total.
M.J. 
TO CONTRIBUTE TO HOT LINE,
please refer to Contact MotorHome,
on page 10.
June 2012 l
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Flat Tow
Versus Dolly?
Like many of MotorHome’s readers, I
have progressed through the usual
camping route: tents, pop-up camper, a
travel trailer and now a Class C motorhome. The next step for me is to flattow a dinghy.
I have a manual transmission Subaru Forester, so towing four-wheelsdown is not a problem per se, but I can’t
decide whether to get a baseplate, tow
bar and brake system, or a dolly. On the
face of it, a used dolly seems to be the
most convenient and easiest way to go;
no modifications are required, it can
tow different vehicles and it has an integrated brake system. But if that is the
case, why do I see more flat-towed vehicles in RV parks and campgrounds
than dollies?
MIKE WILLIAMS
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
Many people find that not having to buy
a dolly, tow the extra weight, and maintain and store the dolly when it’s not in
use outweigh the advantages of using
one that you mention. With Class C
motorhomes in particular, the extra
weight of a dolly added to the weight of
the dinghy vehicle may put you over the
manufacturer’s gross combination
weight rating (GCWR). Also, some AWD
vehicles can only be towed with all four
wheels down. In many jurisdictions you
must register a dolly and pay annual renewals. That is why there are both solutions (plus trailers); each one has its
advantages.
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DAY-NIGHT SHADES
We have a 2000 Fleetwood Southwind
motorhome with a shade problem in the
day part. The twine that runs through
this section has “gathered” to the point
of tearing into the fabric around the
holes the string passes through. Of the
seven windows in our coach, four have
developed this problem. Short of buying
all new day-night shades for all the windows for the pattern to match, is there
any way for this problem to be fixed by
the owner or is it a repair shop problem?
P. PINKLEY l RAPID CITY, S.D.
This is a fairly common problem and
fortunately there are a number of companies that offer repair parts and kits.
Among them are Camping World, 888626-7576, www.campingworld.com,
and Fix My Blinds, 719-597-0696,
www.fixmyblinds.com.

LP-GAS AND CARBON
MONOXIDE SENSORS
DO NOT LAST FOREVER;
THEY HAVE A LIMITED
LIFESPAN, AND OFTEN
ACT UP WHEN THEY
NEED REPLACEMENT.
THEY SHOULD BE
REPLACED AFTER
FIVE YEARS EVEN IF THEY
DON’T MALFUNCTION.

by KEN FREUND

‘RECAP’ RECAP
I love MotorHome magazine, but I have
to comment on “Recaps” in February’s
Coach & Powertrain. The statement
made about the highways being littered
with recap treads is not entirely true. In
fact, half of the rubber you see on the
side of the roads is from new tires. The
vast majority of those failures are due to
low air pressure, either from major loss
(impact or puncture) or slow loss of air
causing heat build up and blowout.
Recaps are safe, environmentally
better (casing is reused) and more economical. You do have to do your homework to buy only from a reputable recapper who is aligned with a name-brand
product. I personally am responsible for
buying more than 12,000 recapped
tires a year for a major private fleet and
am a member of the Technology &
Maintenance Council.
JIM HERMAN l BERLIN, MD.
Thanks for writing, Jim. As a former
truck center service manager, I am
quite familiar with the arguments for
and against recaps. I agree that a high
percentage of blowouts are caused by
low tire pressure, but I am not sure how
you can say with certainty what percentage of the “alligators” littering the
highways are from new tires.
One of the problems motorhome
owners are confronted with is failure
due to tire aging, which isn’t a big issue
with fleet vehicles that rack up
100,000 miles or more per year. A recapped tire casing is therefore already
aged. I also don’t think the average
motorhome owner has a practical way
to evaluate a recapper, and many motorhome drivers are not as able to handle a catastrophic tire failure as safely
as a professional driver.
BRAKE HOSE DETERIORATION
I am sitting in a garage listening to men
working on my motorhome’s brake system as they bleed the brake lines after replacing discs, calipers and pads on all
four wheels. I have repeatedly read the
advice about replacing tires after six
years. Well, that is also true for the flexi-
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ble brake hoses at each wheel. They also deteriorate from the inside out just like the
tires. Their average life is six years, and if
one fails they all need to be changed. As
they age they swell up, restricting the flow
of the brake fluid, which can cause the
caliper pistons to hang, keeping the brake
pads against the brake disc. Friction causes
heat buildup to the point that the brake fluid
in the caliper can boil, resulting in brake action failure. Fortunately, when my brakes
failed I had been warned to expect stopped
traffic ahead. Therefore I was able to get into
the breakdown lane and coast to a stop. In
my case the only damage done was to my
wallet for a complete brake job.
RALPH WALTERS
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FLA.

Intermountain Auto Glass/Nomad Glass, Circle 132 on Reader Service Card

We are glad you made it through that brake
failure unscathed, except for your wallet,
Ralph. I don’t know of any maintenance service schedule that includes routine brake hose
replacement, but I have been hearing about
problems like yours more often recently. Let
this be a heads up to other motorhome owners
to consider flexible brake hose replacement.
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PRICE OF DIESEL FUEL
I bought my 1999 Itasca diesel motorhome in 2002, at which time diesel fuel
was about 20 cents per gallon cheaper
than regular gas. It has slowly increased
in price to where today it is 75 cents more
than regular gas. Is the better mileage and
ride still worth the price? I understand why
the price went up, but not why the differential is widening. Is it time to trade in the
diesel for a gas unit?
STEFAN FROMM l VIA EMAIL
I won’t get into the politics of oil pricing.
Regarding your question, “Is it time to
trade in the diesel for a gas unit?” diesels
get between 30 and 40 percent better
mileage than a comparable gasoline-fueled motorhome. So you can calculate the
percentage difference in price of regular
gas versus diesel, but you can’t calculate
ride quality, longevity or durability and
trade-in values that way. Generally, diesel
engines make more sense for owners who
cover a lot of miles every year and tend to
keep their motorhomes for a long time.
SURGIN’ ALONG
I have a GM 383 engine in a Winnebago
motorhome. It started to surge just a little,
but now it has gotten a lot worse. At times
it runs very well, but other times it is not
so good. I have had a lot of work done on
it and no one seems to know what is
wrong.
To begin with, I took it to a wellknown Chevrolet dealer and they replaced
the EGR solenoid twice because they
thought the first one was defective. Then
they replaced the ECM, which also didn’t
help. I then had the spark plugs and plug
wires changed, along with the cap rotor
and distributor, with no change. Then they
replaced the oxygen sensor and EGR valve
(and disconnected this valve also) but
nothing helped. The last trip I made, it
surged to the point where it backfired and
stopped running briefly. Any suggestions?
ROBERT MORRISON
TORONTO, CANADA
First, find a more competent shop, Robert.
They don’t seem to be using any sort of
methodical troubleshooting process, but
rather are using the shotgun approach of
replacing anything they can think of until
it either fixes itself or you run out of money.

Surging and backfiring that you describe is usually caused by fuel starvation
(or a vacuum leak) resulting in a lean mixture. It can be caused by many things, including a weak fuel pump, bad pressure
regulator, partly clogged fuel filters, tank
vent system, in-tank pickup screens, excessive alcohol in the fuel, intake air leaks,
etc. A GM 383 engine is a stroked version
of a Chevy 350, and needs more fuel than
a stock engine. Start the diagnosis by
measuring fuel pressure under load. You
did not mention what year your chassis is,
but with a 383 I assume it is carbureted
and fuel pressure should be around 4 to 6
PSI.
HOT OVEN
I have a 2001 Jayco with an Atwood stove.
Every time I turn on the oven it goes past
the designated temperature. Someone told
me to put a piece of ceramic tile in the bottom. I did, but it didn’t make a difference.
Then when I put it on the lower rack, it
broke. I have to open the oven door and
turn down the temperature all the time. I
do have a little gauge hanging on the lower
rack to adjust the temperature with. Anything you can advise would be helpful.
MARGE SAMS l VIA EMAIL

DETROIT DIESEL NAME CHANGING
Daimler Trucks North America is eliminating “Diesel” from Detroit Diesel’s
name. This will allow the brand to include other powertrain components and
engines. The change will occur early
next year and the new Detroit brand will
retain its familiar circular logo with
swirling arrows. Detroit Diesel’s roots
date to the 1950s, when General Motors
Diesel started developing heavy-duty
truck engines, and in 1965 it became
Detroit Diesel Engine Division of GM. In
1970, GM combined the company with
Allison transmission, forming Detroit
Diesel Allison. GM later separated Allison again and formed a joint venture
with Penske Corp., creating Detroit
Diesel Co. In 2000, DaimlerChrysler
bought it, and when those two companies separated, Detroit Diesel stayed
with Daimler. Detroit powertrain components will be offered in Freightliner Custom Chassis platforms.
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LP-GAS SENSOR PROBLEM
I have a 2005 diesel motorhome that I purchased new. The LP-gas sensor alerts with
its loud shrill, often at various times. Hair
spray or Lysol disinfectant, as well as anything with fluorocarbons as a propellant,
will set it off. I can reset it and operate the
roof fan for a short while and that keeps it
quiet for several hours. A friend has the
same situation on his Winnebago coach
and he disconnected the sensor, but I
choose not to do that. Do these sensors
have a life span, or do they just go bad
often? I have no LP-gas leaks notable by
other testing equipment.
TOM ANDERS l INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
LP-gas and carbon monoxide sensors do not
last forever; they have a limited lifespan,
and often act up like this when they need
replacement. They should be replaced after
five years even if they don’t malfunction.
OVERHEATING BRAKES
I own a 2003 Monaco Knight motorhome
with 40,000 miles on it. The air-over-hydraulic brakes have been overheating and
almost caught my motorhome on fire. I had
all of the rotors and pads replaced and the
problem is still there. Do you have any advice?
PAT FAZIO l VIA EMAIL
It is very likely that the brakes are dragging
because of sticking hydraulic pistons, sliding hardware that is stuck because of corrosion or internally delaminated brake
hoses. The easiest way to check is to jack
up the motorhome so the wheels are off the
ground and turn them by hand. Any that
drag will be immediately apparent. Whenever brake overheating is encountered, the
root cause needs to be addressed along with
replacement of worn friction parts.
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FUEL FILLER FRUSTRATION TIP
Regarding Gary Wilson’s letter, “Fuel
Filler Frustration,” in the March issue of
MotorHome, I have the exact same make,
model and year coach with the identical
problem. When I bought the motorhome
new and brought it back to the dealer, I
was told it was a chassis problem with the
vent line. I took it to a Freightliner dealer
and they told me it was a coach problem
with the filler tubes. Neither would fix it.
I found an easy solution that I have used
ever since, even with the semi truck high
volume pumps: I open both fuel filler
doors and caps, and fill from one side.
The other side becomes an added vent
line, solving the problem. The only downside is literally that: if the pad is not level,
you must fill from the lower side. If you
fill from the higher side, fuel can flow out
the other side of the motorhome without
you knowing it. Thus, I always use my copilot on the other side to shout at me if
any fuel starts to bubble up on the side
away from me.
BRUCE CRANE l SKOKIE, ILL.
Thanks for writing, Bruce. While I prefer to
cure the problem with proper venting, this
is the simplest solution and I have heard
from several readers who are satisfied with
this method.
FICKLE GENERATOR
I have a 1997 Fleetwood Flair motorhome.
I use it mainly for tailgating at football
games and for camping. During the past
three or four years I have been having problems with the onboard generator.
At the beginning of one camping season — after my motorhome sat unused for
a year — I tried to start the generator but it
would not start. I removed the rubber gas
line going into the generator to check for gas
flow. Nothing would come out. I took it to a
local RV service center and they told me
that I let the fuel tank get too low, even
though I had more than half of a tank of
fuel. I have successfully run my generator
with less than half a tank of gas before, so
I filled the tank all the way up. It still would
not start. One day at a football game I decided to try the generator again and it
worked this time and without problems for
the rest of that year.
The following season, after sitting unCONTINUED ON PAGE 66

Blue Ox, Circle 121 on Reader Service Card

Some oven controls can be adjusted
with reference to an oven thermometer.
Check your owner’s manual for the procedure. Ovens use temperature probes to determine the temperature. If necessary, replacing a temperature probe is relatively
easy. Instructions vary by model of oven, so
check with the manufacturer before attempting to replace a probe, or have it done
by an RV repair shop. You can reach Atwood
Mobile Products at 800-825-4328 or
www.atwoodmobile.com.
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Honda Generators

Super Sale
In Stock and
Ready to Ship
Honda Generator
Model #EU-2000i
$

899

Free Shipping
Model #EU-1000 $679
Remote starter
available with this
generator $239
Honda Generator
Model #EU-3000is
$

1,899

Free Shipping

Full line of Honda Generators in Stock
• Now Available: NEW #EU-6500is, $3,499
Pair of EU-2000’s and Parallel Cables $1,949
Visit Us ONLINE NOW at
www.speedwaysales.com/Honda
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NEW MEXICO
Looking for one place to get
answers to your questions about
government beneﬁts and services?
USA.gov has you covered. It’s your
ofﬁ cial source for government
information.

ffe
ers
Good Sam Club now off
even more Money-Saving
Reasons to Join!

Whether you visit our two
award-winning wineries or any
of our other great attractions,
you're really going to enjoy yourself
in Deming, NM!

June-Oct.: Every Fri., Kool Tunes
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St. Clair Winery

July 4: July 4th Parade and
Fireworks Show
July 21-24: Deming Invitational
Golf Tournament Rio Mimbres Golf Course

Good Friends t Good Fun t Great Savings!

www.cityofdeming.org

Join today at GoodSamClub.com

800-848-4955 • www.DemingChamber.com
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FROM PAGE 63

used again, I tried to start the generator and
it would not start again. I disconnected the
fuel line and once again there was no gas
coming out. I didn’t know what to do next.
Later it started right up and ran the rest of
the season.
This year, when I went to use my
motorhome and tried to start the generator,
the same thing happened. There is no gas
coming out of the fuel line. Is there some
kind of check valve or fuel filter or something inside the fuel tank that might be
causing this problem? I hope you can give
me an answer.
JOE SCHEUERMAN l VIA EMAIL
The problem is likely fuel starvation, Joe.
Reformulated gas is tough on fuel pumps
because it goes bad quickly and leaves deposits in carburetors. It also dissolves the
inside of the rubber fuel lines, so they
should be changed every few years. Loose
clamps can also cause the problem as
noted.
Did you check the inline gas filter? Try
blowing backward through the fuel line
(with the hose disconnected at the generator end) and listen for bubbles in the tank.
That will confirm that there is enough fuel
at the pickup point in the tank. If the generator runs when you pour a little bit of gas
into the carburetor, but stalls when that
runs out, it is not getting gas to (or through)
the carburetor. It is likely that if the hoses,
clamps and filters check out OK, the generator’s fuel pump is faulty. The carburetor
may also have crud in it from the old gas
deposits that needs to be cleaned out
(clogged jets, etc.).

THERMOSTAT TIP
Ever since I had major repair work done on
my motorhome’s engine, it seemed to run
hotter than normal and the temperature
fluctuated considerably. On very warm days,
I could not drive more than 62 MPH without
the engine temperature rising considerably,
and it had to be babied up long, steep
grades with the air conditioner off.
Several RVers recommended solutions, including replacing the radiator, installing a larger radiator, replacing the water
pump, flushing the system, adding electric
fans and even using additives.
I decided to tackle the problem myself.
When I removed the thermostat housing, I
noticed that the thermostat was installed
upside-down; its temperature sensor was
facing the radiator rather than the engine. I
simply inverted it and reinstalled it with a
new gasket — and all of my problems were
solved. Now my engine comes up to operating temperature and remains constant,
and driving in hot weather is no longer a
problem.
ROSS OWENS
NAVAN, ONTARIO, CANADA
Thanks for the tip, Ross. On many engines,
the thermostat will fit in only one way because the shape of the housing prevents it
from being installed in reverse. As you
found out, however, what seemed like a big
problem can be just an incorrectly installed
thermostat. N
TO CONTRIBUTE TO COACH &
POWERTRAIN, refer to Contact
MotorHome, on page 10.

NEW BRAKESTRIP TESTS BRAKE FLUID IN MINUTES
Brake fluid absorbs moisture and should be replaced and
flushed every two years in most applications. Phoenix Systems
recently introduced BrakeStrip ID, a visual brake system test
that quickly identifies the Department of Transportation (DOT)
type of brake fluid in your vehicle. Chassis manufacturers design brake systems to use a specific type of fluid, and
BrakeStrip ID is designed to make sure your brake fluid meets
the proper specification for your vehicle. BrakeStrip ID, which
identifies DOT 3, 4 and 5.1 brake fluids, also detects brake
fluid that needs to be replaced. Since you can’t determine
brake fluid type by looking at it, BrakeStrip ID is one way
to make sure your brake fluid is up to spec. BrakeStrip ID
is available at leading automotive retailers. For more information, visit www.brakebleeder.com or call 888-749-7977.
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BACK TO BASICS RV Air Conditioner Troubleshooting
While air conditioning is not one of
the basic essentials of motorhome travel, it
certainly feels like it is after a hot summer
day on the road. A few maintenance procedures and routine tests can help you ensure
that cool air is there when you want it.
HOW IT WORKS
Whether they’re on the roof or in the subfloor area, motorhome air-conditioning units
function on the same principle: They extract
heat from the interior. Here’s a nutshell version of how they work:
The A/C utilizes a compressor and a refrigerant in a sealed system in which refrigerant is transformed from a liquid into a gas
and vice versa to transfer heat. Inside the
motorhome, a blower moves air through a
set of fins and tubes called the evaporator.
Upon entering the evaporator, the refrigerant vaporizes, absorbing heat from the motorhome’s interior. The compressor applies
pressure to the gas while moving it outside,
into the condenser — another set of fins
and tubes. A blower moves outside air
through the fins, which release heat, and
the gas returns to a liquid state. A thermostat regulates compressor run time and,
thus, the amount of cooling.
VOLTAGE CHECK
When air conditioner performance is a prob-

lem, the first step is to check the AC voltage
inside the motorhome. Voltage may be too
low. An air conditioner compressor will not
operate properly on voltage lower than 110
volts AC. With the air-conditioning unit running on max, refer to a voltmeter built in at
the factory (if so equipped), to a portable
voltmeter that can be plugged into any wall
outlet, or a multi-test meter with probes inserted into a wall outlet.
If AC voltage is lower than 110 volts,
check voltage at the power source, such as
an RV park electrical outlet. If it’s more than
a couple of volts higher there, the problem
is inside your motorhome and should be
checked by an electrician, assuming you are
using the 10-gauge (or larger) power cord
supplied with the motorhome.
AIR FILTER CHECK
If airflow appears to be lower than normal,
the problem may be the intake air filter,
which should be cleaned, or it could be ice
blocking the evaporator (in highly humid
areas). Run the unit on a fan-only setting for
about 10 minutes to see if airflow improves
with thawing of ice.
REGULAR MAINTENANCE
Even when an A/C unit is operating properly,
maintenance should be performed once a
year, preferably springtime. With A/C units

mounted on rooftops, remove the shroud attached to the ceiling, which should expose
one or two thin foam air filters. Remove,
wash with soap and water and dry. Check for
position of the thermostat temperature
probe, a small tube that should be positioned in the intake airflow. And check to
make sure the gasket sealing the A/C to the
roof is intact. Reinstall the shroud. With A/C
units that are located in an under-floor area,
check the owner’s manual for the location
of the filter and type of maintenance recommended.
With rooftop units, the exterior shroud
should be removed. Check for debris blocking cooling fins and for damaged cooling
fins. Check for loose wiring connections;
however, do not disconnect components because capacitors that store electricity can
produce a healthy electrical shock even
when the unit is not running. Replace the
shroud.
If the unit passes simple tests and still
is not cooling properly, low refrigerant
charge may be the problem. A qualified
service technician must check refrigerant
charge.
Too much heat load on the motorhome,
such as full sun on a hot day may result in
inadequate A/C performance. When possible, park in shade, and use awnings to block
the sun off exterior walls. 

Left to right: After the compressor runs for 10 minutes, check the temperature at any register using a typical room
thermometer. The temperature should be 15-20 degrees cooler than the intake air. Remove and clean the foam air filters
at least once a year, or when visibly dirty. Use only soap and water to wash the filters. Make sure the gasket sealing the
air conditioner to the roof is in good shape. This yearly inspection is not difficult, but requires a trip up to the roof.
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Camping World, Circle 120 on Reader Service Card

GET OUT & GO IN A
SAVE
SA
AV
VE $36,212

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $24,433
24,433

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $20,
20,403
403

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $3
37,955
7,955

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

CHATEAU 23U

FREEDOM ELITE 23U

CHATEAU 28Z

FOUR WINDS 31A

STK# MAD16442 MSRP $89,67 7

STK# CHU73675 MSRP $79,428

STK# GRW326503 MSRP $80,398

STK# SYU70573 MSRP $107,944

NOW $53,465*

NOW $54,995*

NOW $59,995*

NOW $69,989*

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $15,
15,171
171

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $15,0
15,026
26

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $13,886

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $28,5
28,529
29

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Itasca

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Winnebago

IMPULSE SILLVE
V R 26QP

ACCESS PREMIER 26QP
STK# OCA21356 MSRP $93,291

ACCESS 31C

STK# LIT17620 MSRP $93,491

STK# WDS16922 MSRP $108,342

NOW $77,110*

NOW $78,265*

NOW $79,605*

NOW $79,813*

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $31,
31,198
198

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $31,
31,633
633

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $23,0
23,042
42

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $11,885

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Itasca

DAYBR
Y REAK 27PD

WINDSPORT 32D

ASPECT 30C

IMPULSE SILLVE
V R 31CP

STK# LVN38164 MSRP $92,281

STK# CH6726 MSRP $111,197
$

NOW 79,999*

STK# SRV19480 MSRP $116,628
$

NOW 84,995*

STK# KC111651 MSRP $108,942
$

NOW 85,900*

ACE EVO299..2

STK# HIL38283 MSRP $101,835

NOW $89,950*

CALL 877-5-RV-CENTER OR CLICK CampingWorldRV.com

EVERY RV INCLUDES

ONE YEAR
GOOD SAM
PLATINUM

RECEIVE ONE YEAR

GOOD SAM CLUB MEMBERSHIP

^

WITH ANY RV PURCHASE

^^

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $30,
30,643
643

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $21,
21,715
715

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $18,86
18,8611

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $4
43,480
3,480

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Itasca

NEW 2012 Itasca

ERA 170X

SUNSSTAR 32K

CAMBRIA 30C

CHALLENGER 32VS

STK# MES16398 MSRP $120,638

STK# SAV16319 MSRP $115,579

STK# MB126837 MSRP $116,285

STK# SW9965 MSRP $142,380

NOW $89,995*

NOW $93,864*

NOW $97,424*

NOW $98,900*

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $36,
36,931
931

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $15,8
15,873
73

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $25,281

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $16,8
16,831
31

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Itasca

NEW 2012 Itasca

HURRICANE 34T

VIEW
W 24J

NA
AVION 24G

SUNSSTAR 30T

STK# POR38460 MSRP $136,881

STK# DOT40534 MSRP $115,868

STK# KY39062 MSRP
RP $125,2776

STK# LC16139 MSRP $116,826

NOW $99,950*

NOW $99,995*

NOW $99,995*

NOW $99,995*

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $28,
28,440
440

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $11,56
11,5622

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $25,35
25,3577

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $17
17,229
,229

NEW 2012 Itasca

NEW 2012 Itasca

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Winnebago

REYO 25Q

NA
AVION 24G

SIGHTSEER 30A

VISTA 35F

STK# STAA127018 MSRP $134,223
$

NOW 105,783*

STK# TAAL40556 MSRP $121,811
$

NOW 110,249*

STK# CRV6105 MSRP $140,229
$

NOW 114,872*

STK# GR127351 MSRP $134,227

NOW $116,998*

CALL 877-5-RV-CENTER OR CLICK CampingWorldRV.com

GET OUT & GO IN A
SAVE
SA
AV
VE $27
27,379
7,,379

SAVE
SA
AVE
V $12
12,336
,336

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $39
39,703
,703

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $48,
48,114
114

NEW 2012 Itasca

SUNOVA 33C

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

VIA 25R

ADVENTURER 32H

SERR
RANO
A
33A

STK# SW10066 MSRP $146,549

STK# KS9197 MSRP $132,331

STK# MER18339 MSRP $165,698

STK# FTM17208 MSRP $178,109

NOW $119,170*

NOW $119,995*

NOW $125,995*

NOW $129,995*

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $29
29,047
,047

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $7
74,951
4,
4 951

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $7
70,063
0,063

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $44,
44,162
162

NEW 2012 Itasca

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Itasca

NEW 2012 Winnebago

SUNCRUISER 35P

ASSTORIA 40KT

MERIDIAN 36M

JOURNEY 36M

STK# ABRV3
V 9304 MSRP $170,522

STK# AMRV22521 MSRP $264,439

STK# SAC18557 MSRP $260,013

STK# GB41000 MSRP $261,157

NOW $141,475*

NOW $189,488*

NOW $189,950*

NOW $216,995*

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $3
37,731
7,731

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $81,
81,402
402

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $72,067
72 ,067

SAVE
SA
AV
VE $5
59,272
9,272

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach

NEW 2012 Winnebago

NEW 2012 Itasca

JOURNEY 40U

TUSCANY 42FK

TOUR 42JD

ELLIPSE 42QD

STK# LAK9070 MSRP $27 1,984
$

NOW 234,253*

STK# MAC16347 MSRP $322,320
$

NOW 240,918*

STK# CLE19782 MSRP $362,062
$

NOW 289,995*

STK# SLV22759 MSRP $372,209

NOW $312,937*

CALL 877-5-RV-CENTER OR CLICK CampingWorldRV.com

RVS FOR SALE
SELL YOUR RV ON RVS.COM

USED 1999 National DOLPHIN 5370 W/
SLIDE NOW $24,985 (888) 815-7523
Woodstock, GA STK# WDS16622

USED 1999 Itasca SUN CRUISER 35 WAS
$41,568 NOW $26,994 SAVE $14,574
(877) 450-7415 Island Lake, IL STK#
CRV5762A

USED 1999 Gulf Stream
SUNVOYAGER
8347
WAS $40,790
NOW
$26,995 SAVE $13,795
(866) 610-5049 Akron,
OH STK# SRV19773

USED 1997 Kountry Star NEWMAR 35
NOW
$22,985
(888) 696-2165 Savannah, GA STK#
SAV16458
USED 1997 Newmar
MOUNTAIN AIRE 3780
WAS $34,999
NOW
$26,995 SAVE $8,004
(866) 502-8238 Bath,
NY STK# BAT72453
USED 1999 Winnebago ADVENTURER
37G WAS $111,549 NOW $27,985 SAVE
$83,564 (888) 242-0293 Myrtle Beach, SC
STK# MB125496

USED 2006 R-Vision TRAIL LITE M214
WAS $47,645 NOW $27,985 SAVE
$19,660 (888) 242-0293 Myrtle Beach, SC
STK# MB126062

USED 1997 Itasca SUNCRUISER 37RW WAS
$50,000 NOW $29,674
SAVE $20,326
(888)
242-0293 Madison, WI
STK# MAD14692A
USED 2001 Winnebago BRAVE 35C WAS
$49,995 NOW $28,995 SAVE $21,000
(866) 754-7302 Greenwood, IN STK#
GRW326358

USED 2004 Forest River SUNSEEKER
3100SS WAS $39,995 NOW $29,987
SAVE $10,008 (888) 474-1330 Bartow, FL
STK# DCWC2080A
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USED 2003 Forest River LEXINGTON 270
GTS WAS $68,290 NOW $29,858 SAVE
$38,432 (888) 484-3906 Spartanburg, SC
STK# GR125427

USED 1997 Beaver MONTEREY 34 NOW
$29,995 (888) 696-2165 Savannah, GA
STK# SAV15952

USED 1999 Winnebago CHIEFTAIN
35C WAS $49,995 NOW $29,995 SAVE
$20,000 (888) 682-3036 Churchville, NY
STK# CHU69392

USED 2000 Fleetwood BOUNDER 36U
WAS $49,995 NOW $29,995 SAVE
$20,000 (866) 775-0682 Roanoke, VA
STK# ROA17027
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USED 2003 R-Vision CONDOR 1281 WAS
$59,995 NOW $29,995 SAVE $30,000
(888) 903-6787 Harrisburg, PA
STK#
HAR72373

USED 2004 Coachmen ROADMASTER
314SS WAS $47,895 NOW $32,995
SAVE $14,900 (888) 860-8684 Strafford,
MO STK# STR10855B

USED 2005 Starcraft AMBIENT 25DBS
WAS $49,995 NOW $34,972
SAVE
$15,023 (888) 474-1330 Bartow, FL STK#
DCW8038A

USED 2000 Pace Arrow VISION 36B
NOW $34,995 (888) 668-6715 Katy, TX
STK# KATC9410A

USED 2009 Winnebago CHALET 24V WAS $58,530
NOW $34,995 SAVE $23,535 (888) 315-7967 Tucson, AZ STK# TUC14367

USED 2009 Winnebago CHALET 24VR
WAS $58,950 NOW $34,995
SAVE
$23,955 (888) 315-7967 Tucson, AZ STK#
TUC14331

USED 2005 Coachmen
FREELANDER 2600SO
WAS $51,498
NOW
$35,985 SAVE $15,513
(888) 457-4801 Colfax,
NC STK# CFX4268

USED 1999 Holiday Rambler ENDEAVOR 36 WAS
$87,130 NOW $35,789 SAVE $51,341 (888) 2420293 Myrtle Beach, SC STK# MB127312

USED 2004 Itasca SPIRIT 331T WAS
$54,995 NOW $36,995 SAVE $18,000
(866) 754-7302 Greenwood, IN STK#
GRW326464

USED 2007 Coachmen FREELANDER
2890 WAS $50,990 NOW $36,995 SAVE
$13,995 (866) 610-5049 Akron, OH STK#
SRV19656

USED 2008 Winnebago CHALET 30BR
WAS $69,900 NOW $34,999
SAVE
$34,901 (866) 289-0113 Chattanooga, TN
STK# CH6846

USED 2009 Winnebago CHALET 29T
WAS $49,995 NOW $36,995 SAVE
$13,000 (866) 415-9726 Wheat Ridge, CO
STK# KC511425

USED 2003 Forest River WINDSONG
353DS WAS $59,999 NOW $37,900
SAVE $22,099 (866) 648-5288 St. Augustine, FL STK# JAC38936

USED 2004 Coachmen CONCORD 235SO
NOW $39,875
(888)
641-0925 Kaysville, UT
STK# KY38486
USED 2007 Winnebago ACCESS 29T
WAS $72,115 NOW $39,858
SAVE
$32,257 (866) 755-9604 Charleston, SC
STK# CHN126255
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USED 2000 Winnebago CHIEFTAN 34Y
NOW $39,900
(888) 614-5201 Draper,
UT STK# ABRV39382
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USED 1999 Winnebago
CHEIFTAIN
36L DIESEL W/SLIDE
NOW $39,995 (888)
617-5406
Oakwood,
GA STK# ORV17028
USED 2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 21C
NOW $39,943
(888) 480-3175 Sacramento, CA STK# SAC13506 VIN# DA58699

USED 2001 Itasca SUNFLYER M-35U
NOW $39,995 (888) 668-6715 Katy, TX
STK# KATC9339D

USED 2009 Winnebago CHALET 231CR
WAS $72,900 NOW $39,999
SAVE
$32,901 (866) 289-0113 Chattanooga, TN
STK# CH6028

USED 2010 Four Winds CHATEAU
28A WAS $54,888 NOW $41,500 SAVE
$13,388 (888) 568-2177 Burlington, WA
STK# FRV10276

USED 2003 Fleetwood
TIOGA 23E
NOW
$41,892
(888) 4803175 Sacramento, CA
STK# SAC15474A VIN#
HB00867

USED 2008 Winnebago CHALET 30BR WAS $69,900
NOW $39,999 SAVE $29,901 (888) 489-5784 Knoxville, TN STK# KNOX19650
USED 2004 Tifﬁn ALLEGRO 30DA
NOW
$41,995
(888) 4793568
Vacaville, CA
STK# VAC21120 VIN#
30A03915
USED 2007 Winnebago OUTLOOK 31C
NOW $41,995 (877) 834-0429 Bakersﬁeld, CA STK# SLV22033 VIN# 6DB32135

USED 2001 Georgie
Boy CRUISE MASTER
3816 DIESEL
WAS
$73,995 NOW $43,995
SAVE $30,000
(888)
682-3036 Churchville,
NY STK# CHU70662

USED 2005 Coachmen CONCORD 235
SO WAS $54,997 NOW $42,997 SAVE
$12,000 (888) 463-3995 Colorado Springs,
CO STK# KC210685B

USED 2010 Four Winds CHATEAU
31P WAS $72,450 NOW $44,805 SAVE
$27,645 (866) 820-0335 Council Bluffs, IA
STK# CBI14805
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USED 2011 Four Winds CHATEAU
21C WAS $65,790 NOW $44,988 SAVE
$20,802 (888) 386-5187 Houghton Lake,
MI STK# HL6337

USED 1999 Winnebago CHIEFTAIN
36L WAS $59,995 NOW $44,995 SAVE
$15,000 (888) 474-1330 Bartow, FL STK#
DCW7848B

USED 1999 Tifﬁn ALLEGRO BAY 37DSL
NOW $42,995 (888) 668-6715 Katy, TX
STK# KAT9307A

USED 2009 Winnebago VISTA 30BR WAS
$78,855 NOW $44,777 SAVE $34,078
(877) 289-0812 Las Vegas, NV STK#
LVN36786

USED 2004 Damon INTRUDER 375F WAS
$59,425 NOW $44,995 SAVE $14,430
(877) 458-3214 Jacksonville, FL STK#
JAX19976
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USED 2004 Four Winds HURRICANE 31K
NOW $44,995 (888) 617-5406 Oakwood,
GA STK# ORV17381

USED 2008 Winnebago CHALET 30BR
NOW $45,995 (877) 834-0429 Bakersﬁeld, CA STK# SLV21887 VIN# 70A00559

USED 2009 Winnebago CHALET 31C
WAS $69,900 NOW $44,995
SAVE
$24,905 (888) 315-7967 Tucson, AZ STK#
TUC16216

USED 2009 Damon DAYBREAK SPORT
3211 WAS $62,995 NOW $45,995 SAVE
$17,000 (866) 415-9726 Wheat Ridge, CO
STK# KC511791

USED 2005 National SEA BREEZE 8311 WORKHORSE WAS $85,000 NOW $44,999 SAVE $40,001
(866) 820-0335 Council Bluffs, IA STK# CBI16602

USED 2011 Chateau CHATEAU 31R WAS
$80,790 NOW $47,995 SAVE $32,795
(866) 610-5049 Akron, OH STK# SRV19939

USED 2006 Coachmen
CONCORD 300TS WAS
$64,900 NOW $49,777
SAVE $15,123 (888) 4895784 Knoxville, TN STK#
KNOX19768

USED 2007 Holiday Rambler ARISTA 310 WAS
$79,995 NOW $47,995 SAVE $32,000 (866) 7547302 Greenwood, IN STK# GRW326542

USED 1998 Holiday Rambler IMPERIAL
40WDS WAS $84,995 NOW $49,858
SAVE $35,137 (866) 648-5288 St. Augustine, FL STK# JAC38679

USED 2011 Coachmen CYNARA 3455
C WAS $70,783 NOW $49,988 SAVE
$20,795 (888) 386-5187 Houghton Lake,
MI STK# HL6205A
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USED 2001 Holiday Rambler ENDEAVOR
38PBD NOW $49,900 (888) 844-1758
New Braunfels, TX STK# SW9741A

USED 2001 Fleetwood EXPEDITION 36T
NOW $49,777
(888) 727-2952 North
Little Rock, AR STK# LIT16863

USED 2000 Damon ESCAPER 3980 WAS
$69,950 NOW $49,963 SAVE $19,987
(888) 850-5575 Wood Village, OR STK#
POR38510

USED 2004 Winnebago ADVENTURER 38R
WAS $80,790
NOW
$49,995 SAVE $30,795
(866) 610-5049 Akron,
OH STK# SRV19382

USED 2009 Gulf Stream YELLOWSTONE
6237 WAS $68,790 NOW $49,988 SAVE
$18,802 (888) 386-5187 Houghton Lake,
MI STK# HL5636A

USED 2010 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
21C
NOW $49,995
(888) 727-2952
North Little Rock, AR STK# LIT21823
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USED 2007 Jayco
GREYHAWK
30GS
WAS $69,997 NOW
$49,997
SAVE
$20,000 (888) 4633995 Colorado Springs,
CO STK# KC2CS8923B

USED 2009 Winnebago CHALET 30B
WAS $64,888 NOW $49,995
SAVE
$14,893 (888) 348-5909 Avondale, AZ
STK# AVO14362

USED 2008 Dutchmen DUTCHMEN 31F
NOW $51,963 (888) 641-0925 Kaysville,
UT STK# KY37985

USED 2007 Four Winds HURRICANE
33-H WAS $89,489 NOW $50,788 SAVE
$38,701 (866) 755-9604 Charleston, SC
STK# CHN126845

USED 2006 Winnebago VIEW 23 WAS
$68,888 NOW $52,995 SAVE $15,893
(888) 568-2177 Burlington, WA STK#
FRV10156

USED 2009 Winnebago
CHALET 30B
NOW
$53,995
(888) 4793568 Vacaville, CA STK#
VAC13158 VIN# 0A02623

USED 2009 Winnebago CHALET 30B
NOW
$53,981 (888) 480-3175 Sacramento, CA STK#
SAC14088 VIN# 0A02636
USED 2007 Four Winds
FOUR WINDS 31F
NOW $54,800
(888)
617-5406 Oakwood, GA
STK# ORV17618
USED 1999 Gulf Stream TOURMASTER 8405 NOW $54,987 (888) 4793568 Vacaville, CA STK# VAC18841 VIN#
C031388

USED 2001 Fleetwood BOUNDER 39Z
NOW $54,995 (888) 641-0925 Kaysville,
UT STK# KY39366

USED 2007 Coachmen
MIRADA 31DS WAS
$72,228 NOW $54,995
SAVE $17,233
(888)
674-0275 Gulf Breeze,
FL STK# GB38690
USED 2001 Winnebago JOURNEY 36GD
WAS $72,369 NOW $54,995
SAVE
$17,374 (888) 672-5049 Syracuse, NY
STK# SYU71007

USED 2010 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
26E
NOW $54,995
(888) 668-6715
Katy, TX STK# KAT9614
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USED 2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 28A
NOW $54,995
(888) 727-2952 North
Little Rock, AR STK# LIT21824

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
21C WAS $73,690 NOW $54,995 SAVE
$18,695 (888) 242-0293 Myrtle Beach, SC
STK# MB125102

USED 2009 Bt Cruiser BT CRUISER 5272
GX2 WAS $69,990 NOW $54,995 SAVE
$14,995 (888) 819-7952 Longmont, CO
STK# KC110788B

USED 2007 Four Winds HURRICANE
33H WAS $79,995 NOW $59,860 SAVE
$20,135 (866) 648-5288 St. Augustine, FL
STK# JAC38620
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USED 2007 Damon DAYBREAK 3070
WAS $82,855 NOW $59,995
SAVE
$22,860 (877) 289-0812 Las Vegas, NV
STK# LVN36941A

USED 2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 31R
NOW $59,995
(888) 727-2952 North
Little Rock, AR STK# LIT21825

USED 2007 Winnebago VISTA 33T NOW
$59,995 (888) 801-3226 Byron, GA STK#
MAC17086

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
28U WAS $90,764 NOW $59,995 SAVE
$30,769 (888) 450-7060 Dothan, AL STK#
DOT38652

USED 2009 Holiday Rambler AUGUSTA 293TS
WAS $86,170 NOW $59,995 SAVE $26,175 (888)
542-3819 Mesa, AZ STK# MES12593

USED 2004 Coachmen CROSS COUNTRY
372DS WAS $91,053 NOW $59,999 SAVE
$31,054 (877) 554-3516 Lakewood, NJ
STK# LAK8895

NEW 2011 Four Winds
FREEDOM ELITE 28U
WAS $90,666
NOW
$61,998 SAVE $28,668
(888) 457-4801 Colfax,
NC STK# CFX3634

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 28U MSRP
$88,713 NOW $59,995 SAVE $28,718 (888) 9050490 Anthony, TX STK# LC15642

USED 2004 Fleetwood PACE ARROW 39C
NOW $63,995 (888) 617-5406 Oakwood,
GA STK# ORV17293

USED 2008 Forest River LEXINGTON GT
283TS WAS $88,855 NOW $64,995 SAVE
$23,860 (877) 289-0812 Las Vegas, NV
STK# LVN36937A
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USED 2005 Itasca SUNCRUISER 37B
WAS $89,855 NOW $64,777
SAVE
$25,078 (877) 289-0812 Las Vegas, NV
STK# LVN36769B

USED 2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 31R
NOW $61,513 (888) 479-3568 Vacaville,
CA STK# VAC19568 VIN# C046279

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
31R MSRP $91,408 NOW $64,872 SAVE
$26,536 (888) 905-0490 Anthony, TX STK#
LC15714

NEW 2011 Four Winds
WINDSPORT 30Q WAS
$91,903 NOW $64,995
SAVE $26,908
(888)
454-1707 Kissimmee,
FL STK# KS8459

USED 2002 Beaver PATRIOT THUNDER
92408 WAS $187,500 NOW $64,995
SAVE $122,505 (888) 860-8684 Strafford,
MO STK# STR12689

USED 2000 Winnebago ULTIMATE
ADVANTAGE 36C WAS $84,995 NOW
$65,858 SAVE $19,137 (888) 254-9145
Meridian, ID STK# MER20552
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NEW
2011
Four
Winds FOUR WINDS
25C MSRP $95,139
NOW $66,995 SAVE
$28,144 (888) 5423819 Mesa, AZ STK#
MES12640

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
26BE MSRP $98,624 NOW $65,900 SAVE
$32,724 (888) 844-1758 New Braunfels, TX
STK# SW10009

NEW 2011 Four Winds FOUR WINDS SIESTA 26BE MSRP $98,989 NOW $68,995
SAVE $29,994 (888) 542-3819 Mesa, AZ
STK# MES12645

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
31R WAS $96,413 NOW $66,995 SAVE
$29,418 (888) 242-0293 Madison, WI
STK# MAD15123

NEW 2011 Itasca IMPULSE 31N LIST
PRICE $100,905 NOW $69,711 SAVE
$31,194 (888) 331-1595 Santa Clarita, CA
STK# AMRV21226 VIN# ADA97249

USED 2004 Coachmen CROSSCOUNTRY
354MBS WAS $99,665
NOW $69,858
SAVE
$29,807 (866) 673-0250
Statesville, NC
STK#
STA126315

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 31R WAS
$95,173 NOW $68,700 SAVE $26,473 (888) 9028565 Tallahassee, FL STK# TAL40444
USED 2006 Winnebago VOYAGE 38J WAS
$97,999 NOW $69,858
SAVE $28,141
(888)
457-4801 Colfax, NC
STK# CFX3838
NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
28U WAS $94,995 NOW $69,858 SAVE
$25,137 (888) 254-9145 Meridian, ID
STK# MER13703

USED
2003
Gulf
Stream YELLOWSTONE
8408
WAS $99,855
NOW $69,995 SAVE
$29,860 (877) 289-0812
Las Vegas, NV STK#
LVN35172C

USED 2000 Safari CONTINENTAL PANTHER 425 WAS $109,995 NOW $69,995
SAVE $40,000 (888) 474-1330 Bartow, FL
STK# DCW8442B

NEW 2011 Four Winds FOUR WINDS SIESTA 26BE WAS $102,715 NOW $69,995
SAVE $32,720 (888) 625-5187 Fort Myers,
FL STK# FTM12433
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NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
23S WAS $104,970 NOW $69,995 SAVE
$34,975 (888) 454-1707 Kissimmee, FL
STK# KS8201

NEW 2011 Itasca IMPULSE SILVER 26QP
MSRP $94,601 NOW $69,995 SAVE
$24,606 (888) 905-0490 Anthony, TX STK#
LC15674

NEW 2011 Jayco GREYHAWK 31FS WAS
$99,775 NOW $69,980 SAVE $29,795
(888) 896-2801 Albuquerque, NM STK#
ARV15819

USED 2009 Forest River GEORGETOWN
GTX 3600 WAS $119,877 NOW $69,995
SAVE $49,882 (888) 860-8684 Strafford,
MO STK# STR15316A

NEW 2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE
28U WAS $90,790 NOW $69,995 SAVE
$20,795 (888) 484-3906 Spartanburg, SC
STK# GR125106
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USED 2007 Friver GEORGETOWN 370TS
WAS $89,999 NOW $69,995
SAVE
$20,004 (866) 502-8238 Bath, NY STK#
BAT70988

USED 2011 Damon DAYBREAK 34SS
NOW $74,995 (888) 801-3226 Byron, GA
STK# MAC17098

USED 2008 Gulf Stream BT CRUISER
5291 WAS $89,888 NOW $69,995 SAVE
$19,893 (888) 672-5049 Syracuse, NY
STK# SYU68548

NEW 2011 Itasca IMPULSE SILVER 31CP
MSRP $98,873 NOW $74,995 SAVE
$23,878 (888) 905-0490 Anthony, TX STK#
LC15673

USED 2006 Holiday Rambler VACATIONER 34PDD
WAS $100,853 NOW $69,999 SAVE $30,854 (877)
554-3516 Lakewood, NJ STK# LAK8899

USED 2011 Monaco AUGUSTA 28PBD
WAS $101,258 NOW $74,995 SAVE
$26,263 (888) 461-1123 Asheville, NC
STK# ASH22323

NEW 2011 Four Winds
HURRICANE 32D WAS
$109,032 NOW $75,495
SAVE $33,537 (888) 6740275 Gulf Breeze, FL
STK# GB39167

NEW 2011 Jayco GREYHAWK 31FK WAS $103,440
NOW $74,995 SAVE $28,445 (888) 896-2801 Albuquerque, NM STK# ARV15816

NEW 2011 Jayco GREYHAWK 31DS
MSRP $96,963 NOW $75,995 SAVE
$20,968 (888) 315-7967 Tucson, AZ STK#
TUC16147

NEW 2011 Winnebago ACCESS 31N
WAS $100,524 NOW $77,950 SAVE
$22,574 (888) 859-6653 Hillsboro, OR
STK# HIL35768
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USED 2009 Fleetwood PULSE 24A NOW
$76,500 (888) 801-3226 Byron, GA STK#
MAC17376

USED 2001 Mountain High Coachworks
SUMMITT 3990 WAS $98,649 NOW
$74,997 SAVE $23,652 (877) 450-7415
Island Lake, IL STK# CRV5997A

USED 2007 Dynamax ISATA 254SL
NOW $76,888 (888) 696-2165 Savannah, GA STK# SAV16409

USED 2011 Coachmen
LEPRECHAUN
311
WAS $105,000
NOW $79,858 SAVE
$25,142
(866) 7559604 Charleston, SC
STK# CHN126216

NEW 2011 Jayco GREYHAWK 31FS WAS
$100,445 NOW $76,995 SAVE $23,450
(888) 463-3995 Colorado Springs, CO STK#
KC211858

USED 2005 Newmar MOUNTAIN AIRE
3505 WAS $129,850 NOW $79,995 SAVE
$49,855 (866) 996-3140 Calera, AL STK#
CLE18967
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NEW
2011
Four
Winds
HURRICANE
32D WAS $110,557
NOW $79,995 SAVE
$30,562 (888) 4755918 Robertsdale, AL
STK# RD39404

NEW 2011 Four Winds HURRICANE
31G WAS $114,548 NOW $79,995 SAVE
$34,553 (888) 674-0275 Gulf Breeze, FL
STK# GB41296

NEW 2010 Winnebago VIEW 24A WAS
$119,281 NOW $88,888 SAVE $30,393
(877) 774-0328 Ocala, FL STK# OCA19183

USED 2007 Coachmen PATHFINDER
377DS NOW $85,995 (888) 617-5406
Oakwood, GA STK# ORV16417

NEW 2011 Four Winds WINDSPORT
32V WAS $129,734 NOW $88,888 SAVE
$40,846 (866) 820-0335 Council Bluffs, IA
STK# CBI11291

USED 2007 Winnebago
VOYAGE 35A
NOW
$89,995
(888) 8157523
Woodstock, GA
STK# WDS17294

USED 2011 Forest River GEORGETOWN 378TS
WAS $129,995 NOW $89,858 SAVE $40,137 (888)
848-7312 Columbia, SC STK# COL16395
USED 2010 Gulf Stream
CONQUEST
6341DK
NOW $89,995
(888)
614-5201 Draper, UT
STK# ABRV40015
NEW 2011 Damon DAYBREAK 34SS
MSRP $129,754 NOW $89,995 SAVE
$39,759 (888) 542-3819 Mesa, AZ STK#
MES13018

NEW 2012 Thor Motor Coach WINDSPORT
34T
WAS $130,109
NOW $97,655 SAVE
$32,454 (866) 820-0335
Council Bluffs, IA STK#
CBI16839

NEW 2011 Itasca REYO 25T LIST PRICE
$133,676 NOW $96,400 SAVE $37,276
(888) 331-1595 Santa Clarita, CA STK#
AMRV21737 VIN# A9444734

USED 2007 Damon ASTORIA PACIFICA
3774 WAS $134,995 NOW $99,545 SAVE
$35,450 (866) 820-0335 Council Bluffs, IA
STK# CBI16301
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USED 2004 Tifﬁn ALLEGRO 38TGP WAS
$131,798 NOW $99,850 SAVE $31,948
(888) 848-7312 Columbia, SC STK#
COL18539

USED 2006 Forest River CHARLESTON
400TS WAS $127,654 NOW $99,858
SAVE $27,796 (888) 848-7312 Columbia,
SC STK# COL18540

NEW 2011 Four Winds SERRANO 31Z
LIST PRICE $157,005 NOW $95,450 SAVE
$61,555 (888) 331-1595 Santa Clarita, CA
STK# AMRV21125 VIN# A3440281

NEW 2011 Itasca REYO 25Q MSRP
$138,827 NOW $98,983 SAVE $39,844
(888) 614-5201
Draper, UT
STK#
ABRV36387

USED 2006 Newmar KOUNTRY STAR
3510 NOW $99,900 (888) 844-1758
New Braunfels, TX STK# SWC9687C
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USED 2007 Damon ASTORIA 3773 NOW
$99,995 (888) 668-6715 Katy, TX STK#
KAT9535A

USED 2011 Fleetwood BOUNDER 35H
NOW $104,995 (888) 815-7523 Woodstock, GA STK# WDS17029

NEW 2011 Itasca REYO 25T
WAS
$140,037 NOW $99,999 SAVE $40,038
(888) 672-5049 Syracuse, NY STK#
SYU66936

USED 2011 Four Winds SERRANO 31Z
WAS $158,975 NOW $105,995 SAVE
$52,980 (888) 450-7060 Dothan, AL STK#
DOT40515

NEW 2011 Damon CHALLENGER 35SD WAS
$136,172 NOW $103,995 SAVE $32,177 (888) 4843906 Spartanburg, SC STK# GR127898

NEW 2011 Itasca REYO 25T
WAS
$139,206 NOW $105,998 SAVE $33,208
(888) 484-3906 Spartanburg, SC STK#
GR125097

USED 2008 Holiday
Rambler VACATIONER
34SBD WAS $139,995
NOW $109,858 SAVE
$30,137 (866) 673-0250
Statesville, NC
STK#
STA125968

NEW 2011 Winnebago VIA 25R MSRP $139,518
NOW $105,995 SAVE $33,523 (888) 696-2165 Savannah, GA STK# SAV14765

NEW 2011 Four Winds SERRANO 31Z
MSRP $149,141 NOW $109,888 SAVE
$39,253 (888) 348-5909 Avondale, AZ
STK# AVO10470

NEW 2011 Four Winds SERRANO 33A
WAS $170,756 NOW $114,994 SAVE
$55,762 (877) 450-7415 Island Lake, IL
STK# CRV5955
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USED 2008 Forest River BERKSHIRE
360QS WAS $169,995 NOW $109,995
SAVE $60,000 (866) 775-0682 Roanoke,
VA STK# ROA18185

USED 2007 Itasca MERIDIAN 36G WAS
$143,889 NOW $109,858 SAVE $34,031
(877) 458-3214 Jacksonville, FL STK#
JAX19971

USED 2006 Itasca MERIDIAN 32T NOW
$113,744 (888) 480-3175 Sacramento,
CA STK# SAC19008 VIN# CW69489

USED
2007
mon TUSCANY
WAS $199,995
$114,995
$85,000
(888)
7060 Dothan, AL
DOT39994

Da4072
NOW
SAVE
450STK#

NEW 2011 Four Winds SERRANO 33A
WAS $163,457 NOW $114,610 SAVE
$48,847 (888) 682-3036 Churchville, NY
STK# CHU70425

USED 2007 Fleetwood DISCOVERY 39V
WAS $149,995 NOW $115,650 SAVE
$34,345 (888) 902-8565 Tallahassee, FL
STK# TAL40754
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USED
2008
Gulf
Stream SUPER NOVA
GRAND HOTEL NOW
$118,776 (888) 4793568
Vacaville, CA
STK# VAC21204 VIN#
H548287

NEW 2011 Winnebago VIA 25Q WAS
$151,902 NOW $118,559 SAVE $33,343
(866) 775-0682
Roanoke, VA
STK#
ROA13986

USED 2003 Fleetwood AMERICAN EAGLE
40T WAS $159,988 NOW $119,995 SAVE
$39,993 (888) 475-5918 Robertsdale, AL
STK# RD40282

USED 2007 Fleetwood REVOLUTION 40V
WAS $199,999 NOW $149,858 SAVE
$50,141 (866) 648-5288 St. Augustine, FL
STK# JAC38934
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USED 2007 Coachmen SPORTSCOACH
LEGEND 40QS NOW $129,950 (888)
480-3175 Sacramento, CA STK# SAC16290
VIN# CX12364

USED
2008
Gulf
Stream CRESCENDO
40UL WAS $184,900
NOW $139,516 SAVE
$45,384 (866) 289-0113
Chattanooga, TN STK#
CH6815

USED 2003 Newmar DUTCHSTAR 4050
WAS $170,800 NOW $129,995 SAVE
$40,805 (888) 454-1707 Kissimmee, FL
STK# KSC2178

USED 2007 Holiday Rambler ENDEAVOR
40 WAS $190,990 NOW $149,995 SAVE
$40,995 (866) 610-5049 Akron, OH STK#
SRV19950

USED 2008 Winnebago DESTINATION
39W WAS $159,995 NOW $119,995
SAVE $40,000 (888) 568-2177 Burlington,
WA STK# FRV10268

USED 2008 Forest River BERKSHIRE 390BH
WAS $153,000
NOW
$119,995 SAVE $33,005
(866) 996-3140 Calera,
AL STK# CLE21055

NEW 2011 Four Winds SERRANO 33A WAS
$152,761 NOW $119,988 SAVE $32,773 (888) 6725049 Syracuse, NY STK# SYU73661
USED
2007
Gulf
Stream TOUR MASTER
T40C WAS $169,900
NOW $123,670 SAVE
$46,230
(888) 4895784 Knoxville, TN STK#
KNOX19766

USED 2007 Fleetwood PROVIDENCE 39L
NOW $119,858 (888) 801-3226 Byron,
GA STK# MAC15677

NEW 2011 Damon ASTORIA 40KT WAS
$257,248 NOW $166,995 SAVE $90,253
(888) 819-7952 Longmont, CO STK#
KC111630

USED 2003 American EAGLE 42E WAS
$199,995 NOW $129,995 SAVE $70,000
(866) 775-0682
Roanoke, VA
STK#
ROA17220

USED 2007 Coachmen SPORTS COACH
40QS NOW $139,995 (888) 815-7523
Woodstock, GA STK# WDS17177

NEW 2011 Damon ASTORIA 40KT WAS
$248,128 NOW $167,841 SAVE $80,287
(877) 450-7415 Island Lake, IL STK#
CRV5954
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NEW 2011 Damon TUSCANY 4051 WAS
$251,859 NOW $171,995 SAVE $79,864
(866) 415-9726 Wheat Ridge, CO STK#
KC511239

NEW 2011 Damon ASTORIA 40BQ WAS
$243,600 NOW $179,995 SAVE $63,605
(888) 378-1058 Lake City, FL STK#
LAC21662

NEW 2011 Damon ASTORIA 40BQ WAS
$262,528 NOW $179,980 SAVE $82,548
(888) 896-2801 Albuquerque, NM STK#
ARV15954

NEW 2011 Damon TUSCANY 4051 WAS
$258,982 NOW $179,998 SAVE $78,984
(888) 457-4801 Colfax, NC STK# CFX4150

NEW 2011 Damon TUSCANY 4072 WAS $271,260
NOW $189,995 SAVE $81,265 (888) 378-1057 Lake
City, FL STK# LAC21661

NEW 2011 Damon TUSCANY 42RQ WAS
$307,453 NOW $194,995 SAVE $112,458
(888) 819-7952 Longmont, CO STK#
KC111333

NEW
2011
Itasca MERIDIAN 40U
WAS $293,770
NOW
$213,998 SAVE $79,772
(888) 484-3906 Spartanburg, SC STK# GR125723

NEW 2011 Itasca MERIDIAN V CLASS 39N WAS
$246,787 NOW $189,995 SAVE $56,792 (866) 9963140 Calera, AL STK# CLE18939

NEW 2011 Damon TUSCANY 42FK WAS
$315,937 NOW $217,995 SAVE $97,942
(866) 415-9726 Wheat Ridge, CO STK#
KC511531

NEW 2011 Itasca MERIDIAN 40U WAS
$285,053 NOW $219,999 SAVE $65,054
(888) 471-3546 Chichester, NH STK#
GRV507245
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NEW 2011 Damon TUSCANY 42FK WAS
$313,863 NOW $219,850 SAVE $94,013
(866) 775-0682
Roanoke, VA
STK#
ROA16310

NEW 2011 Itasca MERIDIAN 40U LIST
PRICE $286,735 NOW $196,220 SAVE
$90,515 (888) 331-1595 Santa Clarita, CA
STK# AMRV21739 VIN# BCAY7953

NEW 2011 Damon TUSCANY 42FK WAS
$320,655 NOW $219,988 SAVE $100,667
(888) 896-2801 Albuquerque, NM STK#
ARV15739

NEW 2011 Itasca ELLIPSE 40CD
WAS
$310,626
NOW
$239,998
SAVE
$70,628
(888) 4713546 Chichester, NH
STK# GRV508007

USED 2008 American Coach AMERICAN
TRADITION 42F WAS $320,465 NOW
$219,997 SAVE $100,468 (888) 463-3995
Colorado Springs, CO STK# KC211556B

USED 2009 Gulf Stream TOUR MASTER
45G WAS $318,970 NOW $249,995 SAVE
$68,975 (888) 461-1123 Asheville, NC
STK# ASH22317
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CLICK
RVS.COM
TODAY!
Shop Thousands of RVs from Across America - All Priced to Sell!
USED CLASS B & C MOTORHOMES

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/MAKE/MODEL

STOCK #

1975 Winnebago MINNIE DODGE
2003 Shasta REVERE 242
2004 Fleetwood JAMBOREE 26Q
2003 Gulf Stream YELLOWSTONE 6304
2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 28A
2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 28A
2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 31R
2009 Fleetwood JAMBOREE 23B
2007 Fleetwood TIOGA 31M
2007 Forest River LEXINGTON 283 GTS
2011 Four Winds CHATEAU 25C
2007 Forest River LEXINGTON 300SS
2011 Four Winds CHATEAU 31R
2009 Four Winds SIESTA 31BH
2010 Four Winds CHATEAU 31B
2005 Isata DYNAMAX 254
2008 Winnebago VIEW 24J
2009 Gulf Stream VISTA CRUISER 4232-MINI
2009 Gulf Stream ENDURA MAX 4200SBA

MER19691
BAT72544
POR39145
BAT72570
KC111797
CFX4315
KC111798
LAK8830
DOT40041C
HAR72575
COL19048
POR37422
HL6338
OCA19149
GRV507549
STA126387
HIL39487
KC211041B
ASH22321

LIST

$11,995
$28,999
$34,950
$42,999
$42,990
$54,995
$49,990
$59,057
$56,302
$61,995
$75,862
$74,950
$74,790
$69,995
$72,955
$79,995
$82,000
$94,997
$149,995

NOW*

$9,858
$23,995
$29,988
$35,995
$39,995
$44,998
$47,995
$47,999
$49,995
$49,995
$59,858
$59,950
$59,988
$62,888
$64,999
$67,800
$74,600
$79,997
$129,995

PHONE NO.

(888) 254-9145
(866) 502-8238
(888) 850-5575
(866) 502-8238
(888) 819-7952
(888) 457-4801
(888) 819-7952
(877) 554-3516
(888) 450-7060
(888) 903-6787
(888) 848-7312
(888) 850-5575
(888) 386-5187
(877) 774-0328
(888) 471-3546
(866) 673-0250
(888) 859-6653
(888) 463-3995
(888) 461-1123

NEW CLASS B & C MOTORHOMES

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/MAKE/MODEL

STOCK #

2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 28U
2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 28U
2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 28U
2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 28U
2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 28U
2011 Four Winds FREEDOM ELITE 28U
2010 Itasca IMPULSE 31N
2011 Winnebago ACCESS 31N
2011 Jayco GREYHAWK 31FK
2012 Jayco GREYHAWK 31FS
2011 Jayco MELBOURNE 29D
2011 Winnebago VIEW 24K

GB40022
ABRV37156
LAC21688
WDS16971
AMRV21831
KY37157
OCA19167
SLV21219
KY37246
KC511674
TUC16434
SLV22069

LIST

$94,255
$91,750
$90,856
$91,265
$99,122
$93,025
$95,278
$99,636
$96,716
$101,564
$117,163
$117,706

NOW*

$62,995
$64,892
$64,995
$64,998
$68,995
$77,461
$78,668
$79,381
$79,967
$85,999
$94,995
$99,995

PHONE NO.

(888) 674-0275
(888) 614-5201
(888) 378-1059
(888) 815-7523
(888) 331-1595
(888) 641-0925
(877) 774-0328
(877) 834-0429
(888) 641-0925
(866) 415-9726
(888) 315-7967
(877) 834-0429

USED CLASS A GAS MOTORHOMES

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/MAKE/MODEL

STOCK #

1987 Fleetwood SOUTHWIND 31LB
1984 Georgie Boy GEORGIE BOY 33
1989 Georgie Boy CRUISE MASTER 28
1991 Holiday Rambler ALUMA LITE XL
1994 Itasca SUNRISE 32
1997 Winnebago ADVENTURER 35U
1992 Fleetwood BOUNDER 34J
1994 Itasca SUNOVA 315
1996 Fleetwood SOUTHWIND 35
2005 Fleetwood TERRA 31H
1999 Winnebago CHIEFTAIN 35U
1997 Rexhall AERBUS F530
2001 Fleetwood SOUTHWIND 32V
2000 Fleetwood PACE ARROW VISION 36Z
2002 Winnebago ADVENTURER 37G
2004 Winnebago SIGHTSEER 27C
2008 Winnebago CHALET 30BR
2007 Four Winds HURRICANE 31D
2005 Coachmen AURORA 3480DS

CRV5796A
LAC21781
MER19497
MAD17311B
FRV10801
KS8475C
STA126238
BAT70565
HIL39837
OCA20820
DCW8196B
KS8460B
FTM1101D
JAX19972
LAK9062
GRW326357
POR36785
TAL41304
KNOX19758

LIST

$9,995
$10,995
$11,995
$15,000
$13,995
$17,652
$24,995
$24,995
$29,950
$34,995
$34,995
$32,761
$39,995
$47,429
$42,248
$49,995
$56,814
$54,995
$67,900

NOW*

$7,995
$8,995
$9,858
$12,964
$12,995
$15,995
$19,899
$19,995
$27,950
$29,888
$29,995
$29,995
$32,995
$37,649
$37,995
$42,995
$44,950
$48,995
$53,898

PHONE NO.

(877) 450-7415
(888) 378-1060
(888) 254-9145
(888) 242-0293
(888) 568-2177
(888) 454-1707
(866) 673-0250
(866) 502-8238
(888) 859-6653
(877) 774-0328
(888) 474-1330
(888) 454-1707
(888) 625-5187
(877) 458-3214
(877) 554-3516
(866) 754-7302
(888) 850-5575
(888) 902-8565
(888) 489-5784

USED CLASS A GAS MOTORHOMES (CONT'D)

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/MAKE/MODEL

STOCK #

2007 Winnebago SIGHTSEER 26P
2010 Four Winds HURRICANE 30Q
2009 Damon DAYBREAK SPORT 3204
2006 Monaco MONARCH 36PBD
2006 Coachman AURORA 3480
2007 Georgie Boy CRUISEMASTER 3580TS
2006 Rexhall REXAIR 340GT
2011 Damon CHALLENGER 32VS

RD39684C
JAX20217
AVO14351
AVO15225
HAR73331
KNOX20299
AVO14356
LAC21989

LIST

$74,995
$69,669
$79,888
$79,888
$79,998
$84,900
$89,888
$99,995

NOW*

$59,995
$59,999
$69,888
$69,888
$69,995
$72,891
$84,888
$87,995

PHONE NO.

(888) 475-5918
(877) 458-3214
(888) 348-5909
(888) 348-5909
(888) 903-6787
(888) 489-5784
(888) 348-5909
(888) 378-1061

NEW CLASS A GAS MOTORHOMES

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/MAKE/MODEL

STOCK #

2011 Itasca SUNSTAR 26P
2011 Itasca SUNSTAR 26P
2010 Damon DAYBREAK 34SS
2011 Itasca SUNSTAR 26P
2011 Winnebago VISTA 35F
2011 Winnebago VISTA 32K
2011 Damon CHALLENGER 37KT
2011 Itasca SUNCRUISER 35P

TAL39153
ABRV37590
COL18597
RD38628
DOT38596
HIL37724
SW10422
CLE18941

LIST

$100,867
$104,378
$101,115
$100,127
$120,640
$124,631
$143,550
$167,920

NOW*

$82,350
$84,572
$89,995
$89,995
$94,995
$115,950
$119,900
$144,995

PHONE NO.

(888) 902-8565
(888) 614-5201
(888) 848-7312
(888) 475-5918
(888) 450-7060
(888) 859-6653
(888) 844-1758
(866) 996-3140

USED CLASS A DIESEL MOTORHOMES

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/MAKE/MODEL

STOCK #

1998 Holiday Rambler ENDEAVOR 37WD
FTM1257D
1997 Odessa OVERLAND 3540
MAD18531
1997 Fleetwood AMERICAN DREAM 39DAF
GB40228C
2000 Itasca HORIZON 36LD
FTM11977A
2000 Tifﬁn PHAETON 35RH
STR14141B
2000 Newmar DUTCH STAR 3858
FTM1248C
1996 Country Coach INTRIGUE 36
FRV10200
2003 Monaco DIPLOMAT 40PBD
MER20208
1999 Holiday Rambler IMPERIAL 39
ASH22326
2001 Newmar KOUNTRY STAR DP3669
JAC38536
2005 Coachmen SPORTSCOACH 38-DS
CHN126603
2007 Damon ASTORIA 3773
JAX19977
2011 Four Winds SERRANO 31V
STR13524A
2001 Beaver Motor Coaches MARQUIS 40
HIL40019
2007 Newmar KOUNTRY STAR 3912
OCA20809
2008 Holiday Rambler ENDEAVOR 40SKQ
CHN127823
2007 Itasca ELLIPSE 40TD
CHU72824
2009 Coachmen LEGEND 40QS
ASH22318
2009 Holiday Rmbler HOLIDAY RAMBLER 41SKQ HAR73484
2010 Winnebago TOUR 40
STA126511

LIST

$28,759
$44,250
$53,988
$62,254
$59,800
$61,748
$69,995
$79,995
$82,500
$79,999
$99,978
$126,439
$139,859
$159,950
$169,995
$174,360
$199,995
$208,765
$199,995
$249,998

NOW*

$25,995
$34,962
$42,995
$49,995
$51,995
$59,995
$59,999
$64,858
$69,995
$69,999
$86,644
$99,995
$109,950
$139,950
$147,888
$149,858
$159,995
$169,995
$169,995
$211,899

PHONE NO.

(888) 625-5187
(888) 242-0293
(888) 674-0275
(888) 625-5187
(888) 860-8684
(888) 625-5187
(888) 568-2177
(888) 254-9145
(888) 461-1123
(866) 648-5288
(866) 755-9604
(877) 458-3214
(888) 860-8684
(888) 859-6653
(877) 774-0328
(866) 755-9604
(888) 682-3036
(888) 461-1123
(888) 903-6787
(866) 673-0250

NEW CLASS A DIESEL MOTORHOMES

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/MAKE/MODEL

STOCK #

2011 Itasca REYO 25Q
2011 Itasca REYO 25T
2011 Winnebago VIA 25Q
2011 Itasca REYO 25Q
2011 Damon ASTORIA 40KT
2011 Damon ASTORIA 40KT
2011 Damon ASTORIA 40KT
2011 Damon ASTORIA 40KT
2011 Winnebago JOURNEY 40U
2011 Winnebago JOURNEY 40L
2011 Damon TUSCANY 42FK

GRV507290
SW9726
CLE18943
SLV21736
ARV15953
GRW326201
LC15757
LAK8889
SAV16619
LIT14119
MB127317

LIST

$128,465
$134,206
$140,821
$138,482
$256,879
$253,165
$259,982
$256,101
$282,612
$280,333
$321,742

NOW*

$102,999
$108,900
$114,995
$115,995
$169,980
$169,995
$169,995
$169,999
$229,960
$229,995
$259,997

PHONE NO.

(888) 471-3546
(888) 844-1758
(866) 996-3140
(877) 834-0429
(888) 896-2801
(866) 754-7302
(888) 905-0490
(877) 554-3516
(888) 696-2165
(888) 727-2952
(888) 242-0293

*Government fees, state taxes, title, license and dealer fees as applicable will be added to comply with state vehicle codes. Sales tax not applicable in OR. In Arizona, prices plus
doc. fee of $399 and pre-delivery inspection. In California, prices not inclusive of government fees and prep charge, ﬁnance charge, or emissions testing charge. Freight costs
vary by state. Not applicable in CA, OH, AR, TX or OR. In Arizona, Texas and Arkansas, ‘List Price’ is equal to ‘MSRP’. Inventory and ﬂoorplans vary by location. VIN numbers posted
at dealership. Advertised inventory available at time of printing. Void where prohibited by law. Offer valid at any Camping World RV Sales or FreedomRoads dealer only. Dealer
not responsible for typographical errors. See dealer for details. Offers expire 5/31/12.
FR017211-0312
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

LOTS FOR SALE

A 60-YR-OLD NAT'L ADVERTISING CO SEEKING
Independent Contractors • Home or RV based
• NO INVESTMENT or inventory • Immediate
Cash Flow • Like Selling call 1-413-245-0462

2013 - 1999 MOTORHOMES WANTED
Nationwide — Gas or Diesel Call
813-783-4000 or 888-783-4009
for Instant Cash MotorhomeFinders.com

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIPS
— DISCOUNT CAMPING —
Most Economical way to Travel North America
CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OUTLET
800-272-0401 www.membershipresale.com

HOMES FOR SALE

MOTORCOACH COUNTRY CLUB, INDIO, CA
Lot resales, golf, boating, health club and
restaurant. Large lots. Prices and descriptions
at www.motorcoachlotsales.com or call Kerry
Johnston, Broker, 541-912-6409. Rental
reservations at 888-277-0789.

MAIL FORWARDING SERVICES
AMERICAS MAILBOX FORWARDING IN SD
LOW Rates/NO State Income Tax/Save $$$
NO Wheel Tax/NO Safety Inspect / 866-747-3700
www.Americas-Mailbox.com/MH Call us first!
LILY LAKE GOLF RESORT- FROSTPROOF, FL
• Porte & Manufactured Homes • Stand Alone
Portes • Resale RV Lots, • Park Models & Manuf
Homes. 1-800-654-5177 • www.lilylake.com

MOTORHOMES WANTED

MOTORHOMES FOR SALE

$$ CASH FOR YOUR MOTORHOME! $$
Buying ’06 model year & newer motorhomes!
FREE Nationwide Pickup
Call Jim Cash Toll Free — 866-687-2274
www.usedrvpros.com • La Mesa RV Center

NORTHEAST MOTORHOME WHOLESALER
Cash for your late model gas or
diesel motorhome. Will buy nationwide.
Toll free 866-803-6787 www.futuresrv.com

NATIONWIDE RV BUYER
Searching for Pre-Owned RVs
Call 866.365.1028 or topbuyer@rvbuyerswest.com
www.rvbuyerswest.com

$ CASH $ TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR LATE MODEL
motorhomes. All makes and models. No hassles.
For instant cash call Keith Roy (toll-free) at
1-888-227-4078, PEDATA RV CENTER.

WE BUY MOTORHOMES
2000 & NEWER - PAID FOR OR NOT
CASH Payment & NATIONWIDE Pick Up
Contact Bill Fishfader @ 1-509-993-0321.
RVs NORTHWEST • SPOKANE, WA

RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

NEW HOMES WITH CUSTOM GARAGES
In Laughlin, NV. 50' RV - 40' Boat Garages.
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Single Story. Energy Star.
800-828-2744 www.LaughlinHomes.net

FACTORY-CERTIFIED PREOWNED NEWELLS
Coaches up to and including 8 model years
from the current model year have a 2 Year/
24000 Mile Limited Warranty. Call for details.
NEWELL COACH CORPORATION, Miami, OK
1-888-363-9355. View our inventory at
www.newellcoach.com

SELL YOUR RV FAST! Online at RVT.com
Reach Millions of RV Buyers with a FREE AD.
50,000 RVs For Sale - By Owner and Dealer
Listings www.RVT.com or 1.888.479.1099

#1 RATED RV RESORT IN S. TEXAS TROPICS
Retama Village/Bentsen Palm Village
Spend a day, stay forever. Unbelievable amenities. RV Supersites $40s. RV Port home
$170s. 956-380-6500 bentsenpalm.com

LEGAL SERVICES
MONTANA LLC LAWYER • SAVE SALES TAX $
on next RV purchase • Attorney operated.
• Go with 36+ years experienced law firm.
1-406-360-3409; www.montanallcattorney.com
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2008 WINNEBAGO VIEW 24H, only 70K miles.
Sat TV, water sterilizer, 3.6K LP gen, 188HP
diesel, 15 mpg. Only $68K. 501-562-0900
(AR 71602) Email joewortsmith@yahoo.com

HOLLAND MOTOR HOMES
www.hollandmotorhomes.com
800-961-4464
San Diego, CA

RV REGISTRY
www.rvregistry.com
Motorhomes, Trailers & Fifth Wheels
For Sale by Owners
No Sales Commissions
Buyers/Sellers
800-546-8457

LIST YOUR RV FOR SALE, BUYERS WAITING
WE WILL FINANCE YOUR MOTORHOME BUYER
RVs of all types: Diesel, Gas, Trailers, 5ers, Toads
••• www.RVclearinghouse.com •••

June 2012 l
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RECREATIONAL VEHICLES WANTED

SERVICES

TOURS

#1 IN SALES TAX SAVINGS
PAY NO SALES TAX! We have helped 1000’s
save over the past 17 yrs. Call & talk to a CPA
for professional, friendly service! www.rvtax.com
Mountain States Consulting
800-565-4504

DONATE RVS, BOATS, PLANES, CAR/TRUCKS,
REAL ESTATE, SECURITIES or other real property.
Receive an IRS tax receipt from a registered
charity. International Ministry, 800-871-1962.
Email: streamofgodministries@gmail.com.

RV FINANCING
#1 ONLINE FOR RV FINANCING, THE ORIGINAL!
$399 MONTANA LLC’s —www.RVLLC.com
FINANCING ••• www.RVfinancing.com
CALL NOW — Toll Free 888-929-4424

WHY IMPOSE ON FRIENDS?
Ask about our low cost personalized services:
15 years experienced • Mail and Vehicle Tags
1-888-494-4499 www. myhomeaddressinc.com

LET US HELP YOU BUY YOUR RV ... TAX FREE!
We guarantee BEST service and price
Receive $100 Gas Card & FREE Mail Fwding
Call 888.430.3388 www.MontanaRV.net

RV TOURS & RALLIES for MOTORHOME OWNERS
Exclusive Motorhome Caravans & Rallies
USA, Canada, Alaska, Mexico, Overseas
Free Vacation Catalog Call 855-385-3622
www.fantasyrvtours/motorhomes

AVOID SALES TAX ON RVS AND VEHICLES
Call to speak to a licensed MT attorney about
setting up an LLC. 10+ years of experience.
Heggen Law Office, P.C., Missoula, MT
www.heggenlawoffice.com 888-777-5032

RV RESORT LOT RENTALS
ACTION SERVICES, LLC
Consult a Licensed Montana Attorney
No Sales Tax in MT — Low License Fees
Financing & Insurance — For Professional Service
Call 800-481-0013 www.actionservices-mt.com

THE ULTIMATE MOTOR COACH RESORTsm
OUTDOOR RESORT INDIO Class A luxury
central to sunny Palm Springs. Tennis,
golf, pickleball, Activity Director.
1-800-892-2992, www.orindio.com

PAY NO SALES TAX ON VEHICLES
Let us explain how we can legally help you
We’ve helped thousands in the last 11 years
Call one of our three Montana Attorneys
Bennett Law Office, P.C., Missoula, MT
www.bennettlawofficepc.com 866-543-5803

RV Tours & Rallies across North America
Alaska • Canada • USA • Mexico + Overseas
Visit www.AdventureCaravans.com or
call for your FREE Catalog 800-872-7897

UV PROTECTION
STOP SUN’S RAYS FROM DESTROYING YOUR RV
Protect your RV with liquid sunscreen for vinyl
decals, stripes, fiberglass, plastic, rubber, tires
800-941-4550 www.phoenixgraphix.com/detail.htm

TAX FREE RV -- YOUR TAX SAVINGS EXPERTS
The best RV tax package in Montana. 24 hours,
7 days a week! Save Thousands!
888-441-5741 -- www.taxfreerv.com

classified rates

COMMERCIAL

Open to firms or individuals advertising the sale or resale of a commercially produced item or service. $55 per line, four-line minimum,
40 characters per line. For photo ad, limited to RVs and real estate, add $95 (B/W), $115 (color). For logo add $95 (B/W), $115 (color).
No category limitations for logos.
We offer a 5% discount for 6 issues and a 10% discount for 12 issues to our commercial advertisers.

BOLDFACE TYPE
Please note first line is boldface at no charge. Add $5 per line for additional boldface type.

PRIVATE PARTY
For individuals selling personally-owned item, such as an RV, truck, auto, campground membership resale. $30 per line, four-line minimum,
40 characters per line. No charge for phone number. For ad with picture, add $65 (black-and-white or color print acceptable, no Polaroids,
negatives or slides). Limit one photo per ad.

OPTIONAL RED TYPE
For your ad to appear in red type: Add $50 for Commercial ad. Add $25 for Private Party ad.

HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Use your own stationery. Please include your name, address and phone number.
Mail: Send with payment (check; money order; VISA, MC, Discover or American Express number, signature and expiration date) to:
MotorHome Classifieds, Attention: Sue Seidlitz, 10556 Combie Road #6443, Auburn, CA 95602
E-mail: sseidlitz@goodsamfamily.com

MOTORHOME l June 2012

Fax: 530-653-2090 Attn: Sue Seidlitz
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IN THE TIME IT TAKES TO READ THIS
HEADLINE, CALLER LOCATOR WILL
PINPOINT YOUR LOCATION SO
HELP CAN GET TO YOU, FAST.
Now bad news travels faster than ever. When you have Good Sam Roadside Assistance, our new Caller
Locator technology locates you virtually immediately. Good Sam harnesses the latest in satellite,
GPS and cellular technology to pinpoint your exact location when you call us  so we can get
you the help you need as quickly as possible. No other roadside assistance provider is as fully
equipped to handle your RV-specific needs, and no other provider can offer comparable value or
benefits. We provide no-limit towing to the nearest service center and FREE coverage for your spouse
and dependent children, all for one low price. So get lost when you want to  and found when you
need to  with Good Sam Roadside Assistance. Sign up today by calling 1-866-694-1571 or visit
www.GoodSamRoadside.com.

Roadside Assistance
Your 24/7, 360º back-up plan

Benefits and services provided by Americas Road & Travel Club, Inc. for Members residing in Alaska, Alabama, Utah and Virginia; and by Affinity Road & Travel Club,
LLC for Members residing in all other States. Note: All program benefits are subject to limitations set forth in the current Member Benefit Brochure, which will be sent to
you upon approval of your membership and is accessible online at www.GoodSamERS.com/pdf/ERS_nonMBB.pdf.
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you a subscription or subscription
renewal to MotorHome and you are able
to obtain their name, location or
phone number, please forward it to
info@motorhomemagazine.com.
We value you and your loyalty to
MotorHome. Remember, read subscription
offers carefully — when we contact you to
renew your subscription by mail, our letters
come only from Harlan, Iowa, Minneapolis,
Minn., or Ventura, Calif. The only time, if
ever, we call our subscribers is after they
have let their subscription expire. 

Danko Manufacturing, Circle 126 on Reader Service Card

If you subscribe to MotorHome magazine, thank you. Whether you are a new
subscriber or one of our many long-time
readers, to us you are family as well as a
fellow RVer.
Lately we have noticed a number of
emails and letters from subscribers who
have been contacted by rogue subscription
agents. These companies and individuals
pretend to be us or partners of ours, and
attempt to sell unauthorized new subscriptions or renewals. The rates they use are
much more than our regular prices. Recently, we were alarmed to discover that a
reader who ordered through an agent received a notice that our magazine was
going paperless and his bank account
would be charged automatically for his
subscription. The notice indicated that this
rogue agent had our customer’s banking
information. We NEVER retain or print
banking information on notices going to
our customers.
The company that manages our subscriptions is in Harlan, Iowa, and our edi-

torial office is split between Minneapolis,
Minn., and Ventura, Calif. You will see one
of these addresses under our logo on the
subscription-related mail you would get
from us. If you receive mail asking you to
renew your subscription from any other location, it is not from us.
In addition to regular mail, we contact
some subscribers via email to offer special
renewal rates. You will know these offers
are from us because the MotorHome logo
appears in the email and the email is
signed by Kathryn Knudson, Senior Marketing Manager, or Jill Anderson, VP Audience Development. These email offers are
legitimate and offer our best renewal rates
as well as cutting down on the amount of
mail we send out.
You should also know that we call subscribers to offer a renewal only after their subscription has expired.
We are doing everything in our power to
stop these companies, but they are incredibly difficult to track down. If you are ever
contacted by anyone who attempts to sell

MAY 2012
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offramp

POSTCARDS FROM THE ROAD
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: We accept prints and digital images saved as TIFF, JPEG or EPS files. All images must be unaltered and at
least 300 dpi. For prints, we accept 45 or 57. MotorHome pays $50 for each published photograph. Images, which preferably show a
motorhome or motorhomes in the setting, must be your own work. Submissions cannot be returned. Send your image, name, address and
phone number, as well as the story behind your image in 60 words or less (location, special trip or significance, etc.), to: MotorHome
“Postcards From the Road,” 3300 Fernbrook Lane N #200, Minneapolis, MN 55447; or via email to letters@motorhomemagazine.com.

PHOTO: DAVID BARBER
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Newell Coach:

With its 600-hp engine, EasiSteer™ power steering and ZF active suspension, Newell
delivers performance and handling no other coach in its class can match.
Add to this its fresh, sleek styling by Porsche Design; the highest-quality materials and
finishes you choose; and an interior that looks and feels like your personal luxury suite.
These are the details that will make your next road trip a journey worth taking.

Take the good life with you.
To start your journey, visit www.newellcoach.com, or call 1-888-3NEWELL.

Join Us!
At the Good Sam Rally
in Louisville, KY June 21-24, 2012
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800-701-1399

Welcome to our digital edition of MotorHome magazine. This format makes it
easy for you to navigate the magazine and provides direct links to Internet
sites of our advertisers, our MotorHome.com web site, and many web sites to
supplement our editorial features.

Here are some tips on how to use Digital MotorHome:

Click on the MotorHome.com button to go directly to
our Web site.
Click on the User Guide button on any page to bring you back
to this page.
Click on the Contents button to take you to the Table of
Contents page from anywhere in the magazine.
Click on the Arrow buttons to navigate between pages.
Click on the Magnify glass buttons to zoom in and zoom out.

When the hand icon changes to a pointing
web site or to another page in the magazine.

finger, it indicates a link to a

We hope you enjoy reading our Digital MotorHome magazine, and we encourage
your comments and suggestions to our editor at ehubbard@goodsamfamily.com

